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TAKING A TUMBLE:
Falcon gymnasts fall to
EMU as MAC closes;
PAGE 8

GSS
elects
newVP

MOSTLY CLOUDY
HIGH: 32 I LOW: 25

independent student press

I5(i VS. TOLKDOI FALCONS FALL TO RIVAL ROCKETS, 74-64

By Shannon E Kolkedy
CSS RIPORIIR

The Graduate Student Senate
general meeting on Friday
focused on the election of loc
Skariah to the position of Vice
President.
♦
Skariah is a first year graduate
student in the Public Health
Master's Program at
the
University. He has been active in
GSS since the fall semester when
he served on the Executive Board
as
the
Student
Affairs
Coordinator.
According to Skariah. his vice
presidency will be "a continuation
from what we've (GSS) been doing
this year."
HeaboMid, "I think the biggest
job is communication between
the organization."
Skariah's main duties as vice
president are facilitating meetings, setting up agendas, making
sure that senators have a voice
during meetings, and helping to
assist the president.
He explained that the main
purpose of GSS is "improving
communication between graduate students and faculty and staff

USG
passes
health,
parking
bills
Chuck Soder
USC REPORTER

members."
In addition to GSS. Skariah is
also a House Director at the Sigma
("hi fraternity and house and is
employed through Greek Affairs.
He is originally from Garland,
Texas and he completed his
undergraduate work at DePaul
University in Chicago. Illinois
when" he served as undergraduate student president.
Skariah was elected vice president following the resignation of
Bill Arnold (or professional reasons.
Othei items on the agenda
included the recent formation of
the graduate student lislproc. the
12-hour course registration
requirement, and the redesigning
of the graduate student diploma.
Barbara Peck, Director of
CiradStep, spoke on possible
improvements on GradStcp for
international students and also
part-time students. One of die
main goals is to make GradStep
more accessible for graduate students to attend. GSS also aims at
promoting
multiculturalism
among graduate students.
Concerns wen also addressed
regarding the omission of graduate student information on registration posters and table tents and
the lack of graduate student housing on campus.
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REJECTION: Bowling Green's Trent Jackson has his shot blocked as he goes up for a basket against UT last night.

Tale of two halves
The Falcons led the
Toledo Rockets by two at
half-time, but could not
hold on for the win.
By Pete Stella and Nick Hutm
SPORTS RtPORTERS

The first half of the Bowling GreenToledo game had the makings of
another great rivalry game that would
go right down to the wire.
The teams battled back and forth as

fans on both sides traded cheers. As
the game wore on, the Rocket fans
grew ever so louder as the play of
Toledo grew stronger. When the scoreboard expired, the "House that Roars"
moaned with a Rocket chant, and a
silent and disappointed BG crowd exited the building.
The Falcons lost to their arch-rival
for the second time this season, falling
to Toledo 74-64 in front of 4,706 fans.
"I give all the credit in the world to
Toledo," said BG coach Dan Dakich.
"Our crowd was great and our students

were wonderful. We just weren't."
Despite a 36-34 half-time lead by
BG, Toledo dominated both sides of
the ball, holding the Falcons to 9-of-33
shooting (27.3 percent) from the field
while hitting ll-of-20 (55 percent)
attempts from the field.
Len Matela. who netted 22 points in
Toledo's 76-73 win Ian. 13, was held to
eight points, 3-of-13 from the field (1for-8 in the second half), but pulled
down a team high 11 rebounds. Keith
BBALL. PAGE 2

Undergraduate
Student
Government passed a bill last
night requiring all students who
do not have health insurance to
purchase it from the University.
They later passed another bill
replacing the $33 parking permit
fee with a $33 transportation fee
charged to all students. Both bills
must be approved by several
administrators before going into
effect
Nine percent of undergraduate
students reported they have no
health insurance and 14 percent
said they were not sure, according
to a survey by Student Health
Services. Students without insurance create problems for the
University and other students,
according to Dr. losh Kaplan,
Director of the Student Health
Center.
Kaplan said students without
insurance often refuse treatment
because of costs. When they do so,
illnesses are caught later and doctors spend more money giving
free check-ups as weU as being
vulnerable to malpractice suits.
"We spend more time, provide
worse care and accept more risks
when we provide care to patients
with inadequate financial insurance," he said.
In addition, when an ill student
goes untreated, the sickness can
quickly spread because of the
close quarters of residence halls.
The cost of health insurance
should drop under the mandatory plan. Currendy, undergraduate
students who choose to purchase
insurance from the University pay
$658 per year. Graduate and international student insurance,
which is already mandatory, will
also decrease in cost. Insurance
for undergraduates is on track to
drop by about $200. However, the
cost has not been determined.
Out of 20 voters, eight voted
against the bill. One of the eight,
Catanya Elliot, senator at-large,
said the cost of insurance to great
to force on students.
"Some students can't afford it.
Some students don't need it," she
said.

Bush to reevaluate U.S. foreign policy
By Marie Chiche
WORLD AND NATION REPORTER

Associated Press Photo
PRESIDENT: On the eve of his trip to Mexico, George W. Bush is
promoting his vision of a hemispheric foreign policy to stage
Department dignitaries and workers.

After 38 days in office,
President Bush has already intervened on the international scene
through several actions. From die
National Missile Defense (NMD)
system controversy to the bombing of Iraq, the new president
appears to be taking a new stand
on foreign policies.
"There's going to be a full
reassessment of a lot of things,"
said Jeffrey Peake, assistant professor in Political Science.
Though Clinton positioned
himself as a major actor in the
Middle East conflicts, President
Bush is planning a different campaign. According to Peake, Bush
will have more of a hands-off
approach with the Israeli question, even though he wants to be
sure that Israel remains safe and
secure.
Peake also said that many

observers thought Clinton was
trying to leave a legacy with
Middle East conflicts before leaving office and by pressuring for
peace talks. Bush appears to be
more inclined to reassess the situation to see how the United
States can best use its abilities
and resources to maintain peace.
During the election campaign,
the Republican party listed the
four priorities Bush had for the
Middle East in its booklet on foreign affairs, "Principled American
Leadership." The main goal is to
promote and maintain peace
throughout the region. Bush also
aims to protect U.S. economic
interests and ensure the reliable
flow of oil from the Persian Gulf
while reducing the threat of
weapons of mass destruction in
the region.
Bush also appears to be ready
to follow his father's legacy by taking a definite stand on Iraq.

"A new Republican
administration will
patiently rebuild an
international coalition opposed to
Saddam Hussein
and committed to
joint action"
GEORGE W. BUSH, U.S. PRESIDENT

"A new Republican administration will patiently rebuild an
international coalition opposed
to Saddam I lussein and committed to joint action," he said during
a campaign speech at the Ronald
Reagan Presidential Library in
Simi Valley, Calif., in Nov. 1999.
The main controversy Bush
has created at the international

level since he's been in office is
the National Missile Defense system.
According
to
the
Department of Defense, the
NMD system is being developed
to protect the United States
against a limited .mack by long
range ballistic missiles. The current Missile Defense effort has
the goal of establishing a defense
of all 50 states against limited
missile attack by a "state of concern."
"A missile defense system
should not only defend our country, it should defend our allies,
with whom I will consult as we
develop our plans. And any
change in the ABM Treaty must
allow the technologies and experiments required to deploy adequate missile defense," said
POLICY, PAGE 5
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"No matter what he does, Clint always has the big
picture in mind. However, this often is misunderstood to be him having his own personal agenda."
TONY JONES, FRIEND OF CUNT GAULT

Gault looks for American Dream
By Ivy Ickes
WOMENS BUI REPORTER

You know (he big smile. The
political campaign. The golf can
... incident?
Pausing while ironing his
khakis on a Friday afternoon,
Clint Gault asked, "Do you want
a Fruit by the Foot?" (He says he's
addicted to them). By the lime
our interview was over he had
eaten about five of them.
Though Gault may often be
perceived as Mr. Politic?!, there's a
little more to him than that.
Gault does admit he has plans
to go to law school (he has no real
plans of becoming U.S. president, as some have wondered),
but is unsure what will happen
after that. " I want to live the
American Dream" — happily
married, with kids, the perfect job
and a house with the white picket
fence around it — "and l>c able to

use my talent to help make others
happy and more comfortable,
but I don't know what will happen along the way."
In reference to the path he
speaks of, Gault explains, "I
believe in fate. Things happen for
a reason, mistakes are made for a
reason, but it is even more important that we team from them and
use what we've learned to help
others."
Gault is a big family man,
which is easy to understand since
he comes from a picture perfect
family.
His parents, Glenn and
Rosalyn, were high school sweethearts and have been "happily
married" for 27 years. He has an
older and younger brother and a
younger sister.
They live in a house surrounded by a white picket fence and
have a big fat cat named

Speedway.
He grew up playing sports such
as soccer, tennis, track, football
and skiing.
Gault loves to rough-house
with his little brother, Dougie,
whom he affectionately refers to
as the "better and improved version" of himself.
But Gault isn't just glowing with
talk of his Dougie — he also
couldn't say enough about his little sister Meghann. He says that
he and Meghann are really close
and do as much as they can
together.
Meghann, a sophomore at the
University, says she finds herself
always following her big brother's
lead. For instance, after touring
tons of colleges she finally decided to come to the University, to
once again be near Clint.
Meghann says even though
their majors are opposite (hers is

fashion; his is political science),
they complement each other
well. She has even taken a political science class just so she could
better understand what Clint is
so involved in.
Fashion, though, was not
always Clint's forte. Meghann
says in high school he dressed so
badly, "he would come in my
room every morning and say,
'Welt?' waiting for my approval or
disapproval about what he was
wearing 1 usually had to make
him go back and put something
else on. Although now I'm proud
to say that his dressing is much
better."
His father influenced Clint, too,
though in a much different way.
his racing hobby was the deciding factor in naming him.
The Gaults had settled on the
name Mark until they kept
receiving tires for the racecar

under the name Clint Gault
Racing. The first time they
thought it was just a mistake.
Although they wondered who
Clint Gault was, the next time
they received tires as Clint Gault
Racing they decided it had a nice
ring to it Clint Gault it was.
Gault claims he gets his craziness from his racecar driving
father. It is this craziness that
keeps many of his friends laughing, such as lulie Rinehan, a fellow political science major. She
said Gault "always makes class
more fun and keeps everyone
smiling with his silly comments."
However, Rinehan points out
that Gault has his times of nervousness too. She said, "during
the Valentine's Day Kissing Booth
he took place in for Dance
Marathon he was so nervous that
no one would come, but many

did. He's one of the few people on
this campus that could have
pulled it off."
Rinehart also explains that
Gaults giant smile may make him
seem fake, but says he really is a
genuine person.
Tony lones, Gault's friend,
agrees: "No matter what he does,
Clint always has the big picture in
mind. However, this often is misunderstood to be him having his
own personal agenda when all he
really wants to do is make a difference; that's why he went into
politics in the first place."
And Gault "isn't as serious all
the time as people may think,"
Jones said. "He's actually really
funny, because he's not afraid of
making a fool of himself to get a
laugh or two. I laugh all the time
when I see him."

Fouls, second-half UT surge doom Falcons
BBALL. FROM PAGE 1

McLeod led BG with 19 points
but hit for only seven in the second half.
"He (Matela) has been a beast
against us." said Toledo coach
Stan loplin. "Craig (Rodgers) just
played hig and solid. Craig isn't
the most talented guy. He just
plays to his strengths and avoids
his weaknesses.
"This might be the best half of
defense that we've played," loplin
said. "We knew it was tough to
come in here and win. They
made a nin and we withstood it."

losh Almanson chipped in
with 16.
Greg Stempin, who struggled
early in the contest to establish
his game, hit for 17 points and Ifi
rebounds while Craig Ridges
added a team liigh 18 points.
The Rockets took advantage of
the Brown and Orange double
teaming Stempin and used it to
find open men. As the double
team came, Stempin connected
with Ridges, who was unguarded
under the basket, and was able to
hit a couple uncontested lay-ups.
"A lot of teams have been double-teaming me down the
stretch," Stempin said. "Craig did

Bowling Green Pain Clinic
Medical and Chiropractic Services
J.L. Smith M.D. Patrick O'Shea D.C.
• Back, neck, and limb pain
• Sports injuries

• Headaches
• General practice

1072 N. Main
Immediate Appointments 354-6166

a great job of getting open. Most
of my assists arc to him."
The Brown and Orange, who
fell to 13-12 overall and 9-7 in the
Mid-American Conference, were
also plagued with foul trouble the
entire game Brent Klassen was
limited to seven minutes on the
night, three in the second half,
and Trent lackson fouled out with
three minutes left to play in the
game. The two combined to go 1 for-6 from the floor, net two
points, grab three rebounds and
commit five turnovers.
McLeod put the Falcons up 3934 at the start of the second half
with a three point play, but was

answered by Robierre Cullars
who drained a three pointer.
Pardon added a trey of his own
and at the 18:13 mark, the
Falcons were up 42-37, their
biggest lead of the game.
Within three minutes the
Rockets had taken the lead, 44-42
on a Stempin three, but Matela
added his only field goal, plus a
free throw, to help BG go up by
one.
The lead for Toledo was their
first since the 13:48 mark of the
first half.
A lay-up and a three point play
from Milo Kirsh gave Toledo a
four point lead with 15:08 to play.

Hollis A. Moore Memorial
Scholarship 2001-2002
Applications arc Now Available
Deadline: Friday. April 6. 2001

us. I think BG has been playing as
well as any team in the MAC."
Toledo took an 9-8 lead early in
the game but with 9:05 to play in
the game, the Falcons owned a
five point lead, 22-17. The Brown
and Orange were able to hold off
the Rockets' attempts to take the
lead, which they did on a three
pointer from Nick Moore with 17
seconds to play.
Pardon, however, connected
on a three-point play at the end of
the half to put the Falcons up 3634.
BG travels to Marshall
Wednesday for a 7 p.m. game.

Dont get left out in
the cold!
803 FIFTH STREET

Applications are now available for the Hollis A. Moore
Scholarship. This scholarship was established by Mrs.
Moore, in memory of her late husband, to recognize a
BGSU student who demonstrates leadership and is
active in community service. One award is made each
academic year in the amount of $500.

• 2 bedroom unfurnished apartments
• Free water & sewer
• Each apartment has a balcony
or patio
• Private parking lot and laundry facilities
• Residents pay electric and gas heal
• $480.00/month for a 12 month lease.
$580.00/month for a 9 month lease

The recipient must be a rising Junior or Senior,
maintain a minimum 3.0 cumulative GPA,
demonstrate active participation in University
organizations, and be available for personal interview
with the selection committee.

Casablanca

BG struggled to remain in the
game but saw the Rockets go up
61-52, the biggest lead of the
game for either team, on a pair of
free throws from Rory lones. A
three point play from losh
Almanson reduced the Toledo
lead to six. 61 -55 with 7:52 to play,
but the Rockets were too strong
to let the game slip away.
With 1:25 left in the game and
Toledo up by six. BG was forced to
foul. The Rockets hit 8-for-8
down the stretch to close the
game out with a ten point advantage.
"We all wanted to get a big win
here," Cullars said. "This is big for

NEWIPVE

Applications are available in the Office of Student
Financial Aid, 231 Administration Building or on the
SFA web site vmw.bqsu.edu/offices/sfa,
and click on download forms.

Rentals
332 S. Main St.
(our only office)

352-5620
www.newloverealty.com

FLOWER
POWER,
DAFFODILS
FIGHTING
CANCER
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Looking for something to enhance your marketability?
Consider pursuing the...
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7:30

Wednesday
FREE Gish Film Theater

For more information contact:

American Film Institute Top 3 Movies of the Century
AFI # .'i Tix- OodMhrr Kin. si
Af I # 2 Casablanca Fd). 28
Afl#l Olizoiriiinr rior.7
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fort

Michael Bisesi, Ph.D.
Director, Northwest Ohio Consortium for Public Health
Professor and Chairman of Public Health, Medical College of Ohio

(419) 383-4235 E-mail: mbisesi9mco.edu
http: //www. mco. edu/allh/pubhealth
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Holy Toledo, what a stupid thief
MIKE
PIN6REE
Through Ihe
Looking Glass

I SPY A CRAZY GUY
Look at that freaky grin and
shifty eyes, is this a guy that
could be a scary secret agent
man? Hell yes! How many
James Bond movies have
been made that consist of a
weird looking evil guy? Just
think of Goldfinger.

a blind codfish that keeps swimming into his nets. Hauso's
hooped nets in a Norwegian
fjord attract tiny crabs and
starfish, and the cod apparently
knows he can get an easy meal
there. He also must know that he
won't be eaten himself, because
Hauso has released him 35 times
in the past year.

A LOT OF WORK FOR NOTHING: A pretty strong thief
stormed into the All-Wash
laundromat in Toledo, Ohio,
forced the attendant into the
bathroom, then — in a feat of
Herculean might — bear-hugged
a floor-model Automatic Teller
Machine, picked it up and
walked out with it. The attendant
would have told him. had he
asked, that the ATM was out of
order and contained no cash.

HE CAN STI1J. CHARM THE
LADIES: Abdullah al-Maeedh alQahtani, a farmer in Saudi
Arabia, is getting married for the
third time. He is 110 years old,
and the bride-to-be is in her 50s.
Doctors were consulted, and
gave their OK for the wedding to
take place.

YOU AGAIN!? Harald Hauso, a
soft-hearted fisherman, has
made headlines in his native
Norway because he took pity on

HERE,SKIPPY!WHERE'D
YOU GO, DOG? Lyn King was
fishing from the bank of the
Daintree River in Australia, with

her little doggie by her side,
when a large crocodile suddenly
emerged from the water,
snatched die dog by his head
and swam to the bottom,
munching away all the while.
ONE, TWO, THREE, FLUSH!
Maintenance workers shut down
the pipeline providing water to
Oregon's Jackson County Jail for
a number of hours in order to
make repairs. As soon as the
water was turned back on, 200
prisoners flushed their toilets —
all at the same time — overloading the system and causing a
flood of murky sewer water
throughout the prison.
Read a second Looking Glass
column on the Internet at
uww.pinpeeslookingglass.com
©TMS Campus, 2001

SAY WHAT?!?

Bond:"Do you
expect me to
talk?"
Goldfinger: "No
Mr. Bond, I expect
you to die!"
"GOLDEN FINGER" (1964)
PROBABLY THE MOST FAMOUS
QUOTE FROM ANY BOND MOVIE
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Thursday
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Cloudy
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High: 32"
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Have you seen this in your
toilet bowl?
BEAUTIFUL BOND BABIES All the talk of that Russian spy living in
America for 15 years, has really got 007 on the brain of your beloved Page
3 editor. There really are no other movies that could so perfectly inserted
hottie men into the same roll over and over again with such grace.
Though, they should have stayed with Mr. Sean Connery.

You have?!? That's hard-tobelieve, considering that
the euglena, an autotrophic
eukaryote, is microscopic!
Our Page 3 euglena, whom
we will call Oogie, makes
his own food, unlike most
BG frosh. At home in the water, he is probably in your
toilet. Just look for the whip-like flagellum, and look for
him around Page 3 in later issues!

SPECIAL DISPLAY
PERSONALS
Show your friends, roommates and
classmates how special they are.
Wish them good luck, congratulations or
surprise someone on their birthday!
-

CONGRATULimQNS
TIONS

j£ GUYS!
Two of BG'8 finest
take First and
Third at C.A.M.B.
YOU MAKE USJ
From the staff at &£p

Bring your teaching degree to

California

2x2 = 520.00
with picture
provided by you!
(Actual Size)

In California you'll have more choices for school locations, teaching environments, climate,

sports, entertainment and places to live than in any other state. And you'll be welcomed with
open arms and minds eager to learn. We need you here. To learn how easy it is to get here,
call toll-free 1-888-CalTeach or visit our website at www.calteach.cotn.

1x3=$15.00D^
with picture provided
by you! (Actual Size)

• Competitive starting salaries and benefits

• Smaller class sizes in schools statewide

Great job al
Dance Marathon!
Now ijou can rest!
Love,
tnc Gang at Apt 2B

• Housing and cost of living incentives
• Strong community support for teachers
• Beautiful and diverse climate and scenery

CaJTsauli

Left Coast. Bight Job."

Come to 204 West Hall
to place your od!
Or call 372-6977
for more information.
IT'S BURSARABLE!
Deadline 2 days prior to
publication by 4:00 p.m.

H
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FLORIDA WILDFIRE CONTAINED
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) — A wildfire that burned 10,000
acres of central Florida swamp and closed a major
highway was contained Monday for the first time
since it broke out Feb. 16, fire officials said. Crews
hoped to reopen a 10-mile stretch of Interstate 4,
which connects Orlando and Tampa, by this morning.

OPINION

EDITORIAL

Bush takes bold foreign policy steps
It is Day 38 in the new Bush
adminislraiion, and the new
president has been a whirlwind
force in Washington and around
the globe.
Not surprisingly, President
Bush has distinguished himself
from his predecessor, as though
he and Clinton were day and
night.
The latest area of Bush's
administration to come under
scrutiny is the development of his
foreign policy. If there was any
doubt as to the strength of Bush's
resolve, let it be dissolved.
Bush's headstrong foray into

foreign affairs has had its high
points. His visit to Mexico was a
step in the right direction. In fact.
Bush's plan to develop closer relationships with the rest of the
countries in the Americas is a
stroke of common sense. They're
close in proximity, so keeping
them close in relations is a step in
the right direction.
In his policies toward Asia,
Bush has also taken a smart
stance. The past decade has seen
our policy toward China becoming more and more acquiescent.
We didn't dare speak too loudly
against China, because they were
our first priority in Asian affairs.

U-WIRE COLUMN

Why we are afraid
of little girls

YOU DECIDE
What do you think about
President Bush's foreign
policy? Let us know at
bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edu

No more.
Instead, Bush is looking to cultivate a relationship with lapan, a
fellow democratic power and
developer of technology. Such a
alliance could only be beneficial.
It will be interesting to see how

l"!""^

What is your dream
job?

NICK KAMMEYER
SOPHOMORE
JOURNALISM

7 want to be lazy and
inherit lots of money."

NATALI CVETKOVSKA
SOPHOMORE
EDUCATION

"I want to be a
teacher, because I'm
always in control."

MS

Fans'actions at
Kent game
inexcusable
I am responding to the article
entitled "Glass City Can Kiss My
Falcon Lovin' As*" by Erin
Norman which appeared in the
Monday sports section.
I first want to make clear the
fact that I hate the Rockets more
than anyone at BGSU. I am from
Toledo and that makes it damn
easy to despise the so-called university that is up there.
Second, the author of the article stated that our fans sent a
message to Kent by throwing
things on the court after the
game. The only message I saw
being sent by our basketball fans
(and head coach, but I do not
even want to start on that topic)
while watching the game on television was one of NO class.
Crying and pouting about poor
officiating is both childish and
moronic.
Throwing things in disgust of
the officials did nothing but show
people what poor sports BG fans
can be. Instead of wasting all of
your energy on throwing things
and complaining why not yell
and scream that much louder
FOR the Falcons and not
AGAINST the refs. It was embarrassing to see the debris fly on to
the court after the game.
I know that the BGSU community has more respect for themselves and for others than what

was displayed at that game. Refs
sometimes call bad games. Deal
with it. In conclusion, I would like
to address the fact that Bowling
Green probably has more trailer
parks in a five mile radius than all
of Toledo, but who is counting
besides Miss Norman?
Brian Dymarkowski
dymarko@bgnet.bgsu.edu

Give equal
access to
parking lots
Recent news that the USG has
decided to eliminate on-campus
parking for freshmen has created
quite a stir, as has been seen on
the pages of the BG News for
some time. For years there has
been a problem with parking on
campus; though everyone wants
a solution no one has offered
anything realistic yet.
As a former commuter (I
moved to Bowling Green after the
parking situations became too
frustrating) I have dealt with oncampus parking for some time.
As a commuter my biggest complaint was the cozy faculty staff
spots near the buildings.
Personally I feel that if the
school merged both the faculty
and commuter lots, giving both
students and employees equal
access, a solution would be found
almost immediately.

After all, aren't we, the students
of this University, paying customers? Realistically if the two
were combined the school would
be forced to listen to the professors. (Students come and go
every year; however, if the school
were to lose enough professors it
would be in serious trouble!) If
the University will not listen to its
students, at least it might listen to
its employees.
Realistically many schools
have a similar policy, but will
override it for extenuating circumstances (such as a job). I
think if a study were to be done
we would find that more schools
do NOT offer freshmen parking
than do, providing commuter
colleges were eliminated to avoid
bias.
Christopher I. Abele
ChristopherAbele@alltel.com

SUBMISSION POLICY
The BG News gladly prints Letters
to the Editor and Guest Columns.
Letters should be tess than 300
nords and Guest Columns can be
500 to 700 words. Name,phone
number and address should be
included for verfflcarjon. M submissions may be edited for
length and clarity. Person*!
attacks and anonymous submissions will n»\be printed. Send
submissions to the Opinion maHbox at 210 West teller
bgnewsOQstproe.bgsu.edu, with
the subject line "letter to tne.edltor" or "guest column."
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GREG PHILLIPS
SOPHOMORE
GRAPHIC DESIGN

"Mopping the floors in
Porno Store."

gy www.bgnews.com

BGiws

210 West Hall
Bowling Green
State University
Bowling Green,
Ohio 43403
Phone: (419) 372-6966
Fax (419) 372-6967
E-mail:
bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edu

National Missile Defense (NMD)
system. It is easy to understand
why he desires to develop a
stronger defense against possible
long-range missile attacks, but
the NMD breaks a large international treaty.
China, Russia and the
European Union have all
expressed concern over such a
plan. The fact that the European
Union, an ally, opposes this policy, should cause Bush to re-think
this course of action.
It's stubborn policies such as
the NMD that could undermine
the foundation Bush has built.

ON THE STREET

TREVOR
ROGERS
U. California-Davis
only with our girlfriends, and only
when they ask us nicely.)
And the worst part is that it's
totally understandable. The reason guys get such a bad rap is
because the male gender can
claim responsibility for most of
the misery in the world. Ignore
the PC revisionists trying to convince you that gender has no
effect on behavior. You can blame
it on G.I. Joe or excess testosterone if you want to, but the fact
is that men are the ones running
around murdering and pillaging
and date-raping. No woman ever
tried to slip me a Mickey and rob
me of my innocence. I should be
so lucky.
But at the risk of staring the
obvious, not all guys are twisted
perverts. What we have in this
world is a very small number of
guys doing some very terrible
things and screwing up the reputations of a very large majority of
very nice boys.
And I hate that. I hate feeling
like Chester the Molester just
because a bunch of weasely,
inbred sickos can't keep their
greasy paws off little kids.
Don't think that I'm going to
offer a solution here. I don't even
think there is one. I sure don't
blame the parents — hell, if I had
a daughter I'd keep her chained to
a water-cooler in the basement
until her 18th birthday. Maybe
once a week I'd let her venture
into the backyard for some fresh
air, but she'd have to wear one of
those
convict-style
ankle
bracelets and give me hourly
reports via shortwave radio.
But I would like to feel comfortable around little kids. And I
would definitely appreciate an
acknowledgment of the fact that
not all guys are freaky molesters
hopped up on ecstasy and
Internet pom.
So if you're a parent and you
happen to notice some young
guy acting shifty and uncomfortable around your kid, why not
chill for a second before resorting
to aggravated assault with handbags and footwear? No one
expects you to stop being protective, but we'd appreciate it if you'd
at least give us the benefit of the
doubt.

interests developed during his
father's time in office. Saddam
Hussein, who has been a minor
problem for the last few years,
suddenly finds himself popular
again. Is the oil really worth
bringing Hussein back to center
stage?
Another area that is lacking in
Bush's foreign endeavors is his
African policy. Granted, they may
not give us any kind of strategic or
economic advantage, but that
doesn't mean it's all right to sit
back and watch the slaughter.
Most disturbing, however, is
Bush's policy dealing with the

PEOPLE LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

AT ISSUE Not all young men are possible juvenile sex
offenders. Give them a chance.
DAVIS, Calif. — There aren't
many things in life that make me
nervous Having to speak in front
of large groups of people will do it.
and being tailed by a cop on the
freeway for more than a couple
minutes shakes me up a little.
Spiders definitely freak me out
(actually, any insect with hair
gives me the willies), but aside
from all of these minor annoyances I pretty much just glide
through life, skipping and
whistling showtunes, without a
care in the world.
Well, not exactly. There is this
one other thing that really gets
under my skin.
I'm terrified of little girls.
Let me give you a scenario.
Imagine that I'm cruising the
local mall when I spot a sweet little 10-year-old girl perched on a
bench next to one of those
hideous cement fountains
shaped like a spitting seal Let's
pretend that she's crying and that
there isn't a parent in sight. Do I
offer to help this little angel? Do 1
rush over and ask if she's lost?
Nope. I keep right on walking
and hope that I run into a chubby,
geriatric mall cop, because the
truth is that the only man in the
world who is allowed to approach
a little girl when she's scared and
alone is a guy in uniform.
No matter how innocent my
intentions may be, the second I
kneel down next to some prepubescent girl I feel like the slimy
Molester Guy from one of those
after-school specials. The guy in
the leather jacket with the husky
voice who tries to recruit little kids
to sell crack. I might as well offer
this poor little kid some candy
and expose myself, because if her
mother wanders by while I'm trying to be a Boy Scout, I'm likely to
get a rock-hard purse to the solar
plexus and a spiked heel upside
the head.
None of you females understand what I'm talking about. You
women will never have to worry
about this kind of misplaced
parental hostility, because what
I'm describing is a stigma
attached specifically to men. Let
me clue you in on a little fact of
life that applies to the 49 percent
of the population with testicles:
when you're a guy, parents automatically assume that you're a
sexual predator capable of despicable acts of perversion. (Well,
many of us are capable of despicably perverse acts, but usually

Bush handles relations with
lapan, after the sinking of the
Ehim Maru on Feb. 9. Current
relations are strained, and it
would be a credit to Bush were he
to patch it up quickly and solidly.
Aside from these areas, though,
Bush's foreign policy becomes
less stable. Of particular concern
are his policies dealing with the
Middle East
Bush has shifted his focus in
the region. He has called for an
end to violence, but hasn't taken
any real action to prove his concern.
Instead, he plans to protect the
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U.S. foreign policy changes
POLICY, FROM PAGE 1

President Bush, in an interview in
March 2000 with the "New
Leadership on National Security.''
The main problem with the
NMD is that it violates a previous
treaty the United States has
signed with most of the world
nations. Peake said it also might
bring up some financial concerns
since a lot of money will need to
be invested into the new National
Missile Defense system.
Several countries, such as
China and Russia, and the
European Union have already
voiced concern and opposition to
the NMD.
President Bush is also aiming at
developing close relations with
"the neighborhoods of the
Americas," including key democracies like Argentina, Brazil, Chile
and Mexico. Relations with Cuba
will not expand until the Cuban
government restores civil liberties.
"Colombia could be the next
place the U.S. could become
involved with," said Peake. The
U.S. government is supporting
the anti-drug war conducted by
the Colombian government,
while the Colombian rebels are
financially supported by the
major drug dealers.
Bush's efforts are mostly concentrated in developing strong

alliances with Asian countries.
"Republicans feel that our
interest lie in having a very close
and congenial relationship with
our major democratic partner in
Asia, and that is Japan," said
Ambassador Richard Armitage, a
Senior Foreign Policy and
Defense Advisor to President
Bush during the electoral campaign in an interview for the U.S.
Foreign Policy Agenda, Sept
2000,
published by the
Department of State.
While continuing to pursue
trade agreements with China,
Bush does not place China at the
center of his Asia policy.
"China is a competitor, not a
strategic partner," Bush said in
1999. "Two of Eurasia's greatest
powers — China and Russia —
are powers in transition. And it is
difficult to know their intentions
when they do not know their own
future," he added.
A change of situation might
also occur in Bosnia, with Bush
planning to have American
troops leaving the Balkan area
"The chances of the U.S. getting involved in that kind of conflict are not as high as with
Clinton," Peake said.
No real African policy seems to
have been developed yet. Bush
will encourage effort to promote
democracy, sound governance
and the prevention and resolution of conflicts and implement
measures to reduce trade barri-

ers. But his entourage doesn't
really consider Africa as strategically important, Peake said
President Bush is trying to keep
good relations with NATO while
asking for greater burden - sharing by the European allies
"We will cooperate in the work
of peace, we will consult early and
candidly with our NATO allies,
and well expect them to return
the same," he said last week while
visiting the Norfolk Naval Air
Station in Virginia
He also addressed the issue of
national security and defense.
"With advanced technology,
we must confront the threats that
come on a missile. With shared
intelligence and enforcement, we
must confront the threats that
come in a shipping container or
in a suitcase," he later added
"George W Bush believes very
strongly in the need to nurture
and maintain alliances, and he
believes that if you are going to
rely on allies in times of travail
and difficulty, you have to respect
them in times of peace and stability," Armitage said about Bush's
overall approach on foreign policies.
He also said that the Bush
administration's top foreign policy priority will be "to be excellent
to the international environment
without being arrogant,"
But according to Peake, opinions might change after being in
office for a while.

Laferriere to speak for Quebec Literature Series
The BC News

Danny Laferriere will be speaking on campus today as part of
the Quebec Literature series for
the Canadian Studies program.
He will be speaking from 4:306:00 p.m. in 101B Olscamp. He
will be visiting creative writing
classes on campus as well.
Mark Kasoff, director and professor of economics and
Canadian studies, said that
Laferriere was picked to take part

in the Quebec series in honor of
lanis Pallister.
Pallister wanted him to be the
first guest in the Quebec
Literature series because he is
one of the great writers of his gen eration.
Laferriere is originally from
Haiti, but migrated to Canada
where he became a well-known
author. He has written many
books and short stories in French,
but his work has been translated

to English.
Laferriere will be reading from
several of his pieces of work and
then talking about them. People
are also welcome to stay afterward to talk with Laferriere.
The Canadian Studies program
has been highlighting Canadian
culture this year.
Laferriere is just one of four
authors that have or will visit the
campus.

THE BLOTTER
is*

Andrew Coup Jr. was
cited for speed.
Kurt J. Nienberg was
arrested (or criminal trespassing.
Travis E. Seese was
cited lor running a red
light.
Laura Samples was
cited for possession of
marijuana.

|

;
I

William W. Wollord was
cited lor no seat belt.

Jerald D. Baumgardnen
was cited lor expired regi
tration.

Stephen A. Kline was
cited for no seat belt.

Thomas R. Kelley,
Thomas C. Williams,
James E. Coughlin, Gary J;
Baird, Christopher P. Kraft],
Katie E Mickley Ryan P ;
Schnttlker, Edith Ruth

Anton Deshawn Jackson
was cited lor public urination.

David J. Sova was cited
lor underage possession
and littering.

Matthew R Brown and
Geoffrey B. Newton were
observed carrying construction barrels down the
street and cited lor misrepresentation to obtain
alcohol.

Joshua L. Frazee was
cited lor open container
and underage possession

Veronica L. Leverone
was cited lor underage
possession, possession of
marijuana, driving alter
underage consumption,
and crossing marked
lanes

Lisa M Gidich was cited
tor open container and
underage possession.

Michael C. Smith was
cited lor driving under the
influence

Timothy A Stoy was
cited for open container
and underage possession

James L.Seay was cited]
lor no seat belt.

Andrea M. Kuesel was
cited for speed.

Charles S. Agner and
Jonathon E Laroche were
cited lor open container.

Kayta A Johnson was
cited lor underage possession and littering.

John T. Nemeth,
Elizabeth A Martin, John
D. Lyren, Dana C. Fickes,
Randolph Smith, Juan
Celestino Jr.. Jennifer J.
McGrath, Steven M.
Alvarez, Michael R.
Braithwaite, Michael A
Roberts, Kevin 0.
Scheuerman, Marketta M
Moman were individually
cited lor non-payment ol
parking tickets.

Mark A Strausbaugh I
and Ronda Downard were]
involved in a car accident;
on the corner of South
Grove and Peart Streets.

Levi T. Schlubohm was
cited lor public urination

Daren S. Ellerbrock was ;
cited lor public urination. I
Shane R. Gomez was
cited (or disorderly conduct.

Heath Michael Brisson
was cited lor open container, underage possession, and possession ol
drug paraphernalia.

Nicolas R Conaway was ]
cited lor disorderly conduct.

Kate Newi'am, senator atlarge and author of the bill, said
the University is likely to allow
students who cannot afford the
cost to pay in installments.
The second bill, replacing the
parking fee with a transportation fee, will nearly double revenue for the University, according to lames Beaupre and
Frederick Smith, equipment
maintenance superintendents
for Parking and Traffic
Smith said that the extra
funds will go toward an extended shuttle route, added maintenance and a new bus, among
other things. According to cur-

rent plans, the new route will
reach Kroger, the Woodland
Mall and several off-campus
apartments.
Currently, the shuttle service
is funded through parking permit revenue.
Jonathan Williamson, the
bill's author and senator atlarge, said the fan that students
without cars on campus ride the
shuttle for free while others pay
is an injustice.
"If the entire student body has
the option of riding the shuttle,
the entire student body should
pay for it," he said.
Most members of USG agreed

SPCCIfllS
M€PIUM pizzn

Tickets still on sale at:

With Special Guest
Tracy IHorgan

Pay with cash, check, Uisa,
mastercard, Discover and Big
Charge (Olscamp location)

Hosted by
Tommy Blaze

for more information,
call UI10 at 372-2486.

Jason C. Hall was
arrested on a warrant lor
probation violation.
Christopher D
Leemaster was cited (or
driving under the inlluence
and possession ol marijuana.

fltarcos Pizza

• Additional Toppings $1.00 each
•Limited time offer
•No Coupon necessary

Starring
Jim Breuer

Gina M Riccelli was
cited lor open container
and underage possession.

with Williamson, as the bill
passed with ease.
USG President Marcos
Popovich has ten days to decide
whether to veto either bill. Also,
the transportation bill must be
approved by the following
administrators:
President
Ribeau, Dr. Edward Whipple,
vice president of student affairs,
Dr. Chris Dalton, vice president
of finance and administration
and Brian Benner, associate vice
president of finance and administration and Stacie Enriquez,
director of Parking and Txraffic.
The health insurance bill must
be approved by only Whipple.

Cheese & 1 Topping

llladhatter music (downtown
Bowling Green) and the information desk at Olscamp Hall

j
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USG votes on two issues

">OrtO*

Saturday,march31
Anderson Arena

Anklin, Gordon H. Allen,
Sarah E. Kukoleck. George
R.Helberg, Ashley N.
Gordon, James R. Williams
II, Peter S. Steinbrenner,
Jamie A. Myers, and Laurie;
L. Limes were individually
cited lor non-payment ol
parking tickets.

Zerian S. Peterson was
cited (or speed.

99

LRRG€ PIZZA
Cheese & 1 Topping
•Additional Toppings $1.00 each
•Limited time offer
•No Coupon necessary

LA

99

FREE DELIVERY-

353-BGSUs

1045 N. Main
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New Business Hours
f^ Sun-Wed ttam-l:30am, Thur-Sat llam-2:30am

Fall 2001 leasing
Units Going Fast!

GREENBRIAR, INC.
Time Is Running Out For Fall 2001
224E.WOOSTER
352-0717

$100

$100

MERCER MANOR APARTMENTS
323 and 331 Mercer Road (limit 5 people)
3 bedroom, furnished. Units have fireplaces,
A/C, dishwashers, microwaves, and
garbage disposals.
320 Elm St: 1 Bedroom furnished apartments. FREE GAS
HEAT, WATER & SEWER. Private parking lot. Close to
Campus. Tenant pays electric only!! $420.00/month for 12
month lease. $520.00/month for 9 month lease.

• 3 bedroom/2 bahSs
• Furnished
...

• Close to campus

«|fcU • Units #48-72 with AC and Fireplace

c»i.^^.c -Get Them While They Last!
Checkout our Website for a complete
listing of all our properties.
www.wcnet.org/~gbrental

320 Elm SI: 2 Bedroom furnished. FREE GAS HEAT, WATER
& SEWER. Private parking lot. Walking distance to campus.
Lots of space. Huge rooms. Tenant pays electric only!!
$735.00/month for a 12 month lease. $835.00/month for a 9
month lease.
332 S. Main
(our only office)

352-5620

$100 OFF with coupon for
Apartments rented 1/30 - 3/9.
I $100

HURRY! Expires 3/9/01

$100

Final Days
To Rent!!
GREENBRIAR, INC.
."..->2-(>717
Hours:
22'. E. Wooster
Mnn.-Fri. 9am - 5pm
Bowling Green
Saturday 9am - 1pm
OH 43402
www.wcnet.org/~gbrental
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U.N. human rights officer criticizes China
BEIJING — The top U.N. human rights official urged
China on Monday to abolish its widely criticized practice of sending people without trial to labor camps for
political dissent and minor crime.. Mary Robinson,
the U.N. High Commissioner for Human ffights, called
the system a violation of international standards.

WORLD

Israels labor party to join its government
By Mart Lavie
,!H! «SS0C »IED PRESS

TF.l. AVIV Israel — Israel's moderate Labor parly voted by a wide
margin late Monday to join Prime
Minister-elect Arid Sharon's government, party secretary Raanan
Cohen said.
The vote followed a stormy
convention dominated by disappointment over failure of peace
talks with the Palestinians and
anger over a resounding election
defeat. Cohen announced that K7
percent voted in favor of joining
the government and 32 |iercent
were opposed, but fewer than
half of the 1 ,675 members of the
Labor party central committee
took pan.
Since his overwhelming victory
Feb. 6 over Prime Ministei I hud
Barak, Sharon has been trying to
form a broad-based government
to project unity in confronting
Palestinian violence, tabor's joining is expected to blunt Sharon's
image as an uncompromising
hard-liner with a military mind

set.
tabor party elder statesman
Shimon Peres, slated by Sharon to
become foreign minister, said
Labor could push the government in the direction of continuing peace talks with the
Palestinians. Opponents feared
that tabor would be outvoted by
Sharon's right-wing Iikud and its
allies and would disappear as a
moderate force on the Israeli
political scene.
Polls show that about threequarters of the Israeli people
favor a unity government with
tabor ministers in prominent
roles, including Nobel Peace Prize
laureate Peres.
Barak flirted with the idea of
serving as Sharon's defense minister before deciding to resign as
labor party chairman and bow
out of politics, leaving his party
leaderlcss.
For the past two decades,
Labor hits pushed for peace with
Israel's Arab neighbors, offering
to return territory Israel captured

BG NEWS WORLD
BRIEFING
Beheaded body ruled
to be missing journalist's
KIEV Ukraine (AP) —
Ukrainian prosecutors have
ruled that a beheaded body
found in November was that of
Heorhiy Gonga Jze, the journalist
whose disappearance

Units
Going
Quickly!

sparked nationwide opposition
protests.
Deputy state prosecutor
Oleksiy Bahanets announced
the ruling and ordered that
I longadzes mother and wife be
recognized as victims in the
c ase, a spokeswoman for the
state prosecutor's office said

in the 1967 Mideast war.
Sharon's Likud party, while
insisting that it, too, favors peace,
has been far less willing to offer
compromises.
lustice Minister Yossi Beilin, a
leading peace advocate in the
tabor Party, pleaded with delegates not to endorse Sharon's ban
on negotiating with the
Palestinians while violence persists.
But some delegates rejected
Beilin's call, shouting, "He's right!
He's right!" in reference to Sharon.
As the heated debate progressed, violence erupted in the
Gaza Strip. An Israeli soldier was
lightly
wounded
when
Palestinians set off a bomb near
an Israeli army patrol, the second
bombing during the day, the military said.
Heavy exchanges of fi'e were
heard near the Palestinian city of
Khan Yunis in southern Gaza. The
Associated Press Photo
Israeli military said both sides
fired machine guns. No casualties LABOR OF PEACE: U.S. Secretary of Stale Colin Powell gestures toward Israeli Prime Minister Elect at
were reported.
a press conference held after their meeting in Jerusalem on Sunday.
Monday. Speaking on condition
of anonymity, she said the ruling was based on unspecified
expert evidence. Ukrainian
prosecutors who examined the
body said previously that DNA
and other tests showed a 99.6
percent probability that it was
Gongadze, but refused to rule
conclusively. Russian experts
said the probability was more
than 99.9 percent.

Iraqi daily life is tough in
'strange ways'
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — One of
Majed al-Ghazali s violin students
has broken his bow. A genuine
horsehair replacement would be
hard to find and too expensive.
So what al-Ghazali plans to do
is waylay a horse-drawn carriage
and stealthily snip a few hairs
from the horse's tail.
"Who knows? I mav be able to

put it together," said al-Ghazali. a
violinist with Iraq's National
Symphony < hchestra "If I don't
repair the violin, my student Will
drop out of school."
Horse-drawn carriages, purloined horsehair—life is tough in
many strange ways in a countr)
entering its 11th year under 11 N
sanctions. For Iraqis, it's a dafl)
battle to maintain a semblance of
normalcy.

Did you know...

J|e^tie averagl?
person swallows 8
spiders a year\w/
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Be ahead of the game!
801 FIFTH STREET

GREENBRIAR, INC.

224 E. Wooster
352-0717

E. Merry Avenue (516)
• Field Manor
• Frazee Avenue
All Units Include:
2 Bedrooms
2 Baths
Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal
$675 / mo. + electric (4 person rate)

• 2 bedroom unfurnished
apartments
• Free water and sewer
• Include a patio or balcony
• Private parking lot and
Laundry facilities
• $480.Q0/month, for a 12 month
lease. SSSO^/month for 9months.

NEWIWE
Rentals

332 S. Main St
(our only office)

iniiiiiiiiii

Bentwood
Subdivision
(across from Mercer Manor)
2 BATHROOMS
2 CAR GARAGE
4 BEDROOMS
1700 SQUARE FT
FIRE PLACES
• DISHWASHERS

• MICROWAVES
• WASHER/DRYER HOOKUPS
A/C

• FIRE PLACES
• FURNISHED & UNFURNISHED

AVAILABLE
BEGINNING
AUGUST 15!

GREENBRIAR, INC.
352-0717

/ww.wcnet.org/~gbrental

352-5620

www.newloverealty.com

If you sleep in a cold room,
you are mor
%-&"
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3Com Corp. to lay off 10 percent of workers
SANTA CLARA, Calif. (AP) — 3Com Corp., which has
not turned a profit since last year, when it spun off the
division that makes Palm handheld computers, said
Monday it will la,, off 900 of its full-time employees.
The layoffs, amount to about 10 percent of 3Com's
9,200 employees worldwide.

NATION
Florida's recount
debate continues
ByDaraKam
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Associated Press Photo

BETTER THAN T0FU-. Harold Benich sits beside his diesel engine Harley-Davidson Fat Boy, which now
burns only soybean oil in its three-cylinder engine. He gets 100 miles to the gallon.

Soybeans power Harley
By letlrey Batr
THE ASSOCIATED PBESS

ALBION, Pa. — Harold
Benich's favorite recipe calls
for a couple of gallons of soybean oil.
It may sound greasy, but then
again, it will take him 200 miles
on his modified llarlcv- Davidson
Fat Boy
Prom mail-order pans and an
old diesel engine, Benich has
assembled what is believed to be
the nation's first motorcycle that
runs entirely on soybean oil.
according to the National
Biodiesel Board in lefferson City.
Mo.
"I'm just a goober who makes

things in his garage. I'm a
nobody," said Benich, 39. "But if
you think about it, a lot of great
ideas started in people's garages."
Trucks, can and even a plane
already run on food oils, but the
motorcycle crowd may be reluctant to install diesel motors on
their bikes as Benich has because
they lack power.
Soldiers rode such bikes during
the World W;irs to save fuel, but
since then they've gone the way
of the Edsel. said lenna iliggjns, a
spokeswoman for the Biodiesel
Board, a trade group that promotes food oils as gasoline alternatives.
Still, a few other garage inven-

tors are experimenting with food
oils in motorcycles. In Holland,
Mich., Hugh Gerhard! is trying to
make custom bikes that would
use one 12-gaIlon tank of soybean oil "to get from San Diego to
Corpus Christi, Texas" — a trip of
1,200 miles.
Benich's bike already gets 100
miles per gallon, roars like a jackhammer and smells like a fresh
batch of McDonald's fries.

GAINESVILLE, Fla. — Key
players from Florida's election
battle squared off again Monday,
with lawyers trading barbs over
who was right 2 1/2 months ago.
Among those at the University
of Florida conference were David
Boies and Dexter Douglass, attorneys for former Vice President Al
Gore, and Joseph Klock, who represented Republican Secretary of
State (Catherine Harris.
Boies said he may have erred in
resisting GOP efforts to consolidate various cases in Tallahassee,
saying he was rushing to keep
cases moving. He said the move
may have handed Florida — and
the presidency — to George W.
Bush.
Some of the exchanges were
testy as the attorneys discussed
cases tossed between the Florida
Supreme Court and the U.S.
Supreme Court.

Klock said he knew the Gore
team's "goose was cooked" when
the Florida court ordered a
recount of only the so-called
undervotes, ballots where presidential choices were not registered by voting machines, lie said
he admired Boies nonetheless.
"I have never seen a trial lawyer
as good as David Boies, handling
any piece of crap that was handed to him," Klock said.
Douglass retorted that "the real
piece of crap, if there was one
here" was the decision in which
the U.S. Supreme Court said it
was ending the recount because
different standards were being
used in Florida counties to determine voter intent.
Boies called the high court's
Dec. 12 decision that halted the
recount one of politics.
"We don't expect the U.S.
Supreme Court to be absent from
the political arena." he said. "On
the other hand, we do expect it to
l>e free from partisan politics."

The conference, tided "Florida
Election 2000: Insiders at the
Intersection of Law, Politics and
the Media," is intended as the first
in a series on the election and its
media coverage.
While the legacy of the drawnout election dispute will likely
result in a decade of "creative
lawyering," Boies said the overall
outcome
is
something
Americans should view with
pride.
"We've got a very durable, very
secure democracy. Whoever
wins, the country is going to unite
behind that person," Boies said.

ON THE NET:
University of Florida:
http://www.napa.ufl.edu/
200lnews/electionconf.ht

m
Center for Governmental Responsibility: http://
www.law.ufl.edu/cgr/personnel.shtml

Surgeons fix wrong side
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

NEW YORK — A hospital suspended two doctors for allegedly
participating in surgery on the
wrong side of a man's brain.

"People wonder whether you
have come to mow the lawn,"
said Benich, who runs the autoAnother procedure was perbody shop at the state prison in formed to remove a potentially
Albion, about 25 miles south of fatal blood clot, and the patient
was listed in stable condition.
Erie.

His CT scan was reportedly
placed backwaid on the viewing
screen before the original surgery.
The Long Island College
Hospital in Brooklyn and the New
York State Health Department are
investigating.
"Well-established
hospital
policies were clearly violated," the

hospital said Monday in a statement. "The incident was reported
promptly to the appropriate regulatory agencies and the hospital
will cooperate fully with their
investigation."
The hospital declined to
answer specific questions about
the surgery, citing the pending
investigation.
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U.N. human rights officer criticizes China
BEIJING —The lop U.N. human rights official urged
China on Monday to abolish its widely criticized practice of sending people without trial to labor camps for
political dissent and minor crime,. Mary Robinson,
the U.N. High Commissioner lor Human Rights, called
the system a violation of international standards.

WORLD

party
By Mark Lavie
.IHE «SS0C'»tE0 PRESS

TEL AVIV. Israel — Israels moderate Labor party voted by a wide
margin late Monday to join Prime
Minister-elect Ariel Sharon's government, party secretary Raanan
Cohen said.
The vote followed a stormy
convention dominated by disappointment ova failure of peace
talks with the Palestinians and
anger over a resounding election
defeat. Cohen announced that 67
percent voted in favor of joining
the government and 32 percent
were opposed, but (ewer than
half of the 1,675 members of the
Labor party central committee
took part.
Since his overwhelming victory
Feb. 6 over Prime Minister Lhud
Barak. Sharon has been trying to
form a broad-based government
to project unity in confronting
Palestinian violence. Labor's joining is expected to blunt Sharon's
image as an uncompromising
hard-liner with a miliiarv mind

set.
Uibor party elder statesman
Shimon Peres, slated by Sharon to
become foreign minister, said
labor could push the government it, the direction of continuing peace talks with the
Palestinians. Opponents feared
that labor would be outvoted by
Sharon's right-wing Likud and its
allies and would disappear as a
moderate force on the Israeli
political scene.
Polls show that about threequarters of the Israeli people
favor a unity government with
Labor ministers in prominent
roles, including Nobel Peace Prize
laureate Peres.
Barak flirted with the idea of
serving as Sharon's defense minister before deciding to resign as
Labor party chairman and bow
out of politics, leaving his party
leaderless.
For the past two decades,
labor hits pushed for peace with
Israel's Arab neighbors, offering
to return territory Israel captured

BG NEWS WORLD
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Beheaded body ruled
to be missing journalist's
KIEV. Ukraine (AP) —
Ukrainian prosecutors have
ruled that a beheaded body
found in November was that of
HeorhiyGongajze, the journalist
whose disappearance

Units
Going
Quickly!

sparked nationwide opposition
protests.
Deputy state prosecutor
Oleksiy Bahanets announced
the ruling and ordered that
Gongad/.e's mother and wife be
recognized as victims in the
case, a spokeswoman for the
state prosecutor's office said

in the 1967 Mideast war.
Sharon's Likud party, while
insisting that it, too, favors peace,
has been far less willing to offer
compromises.
lustice Minister Yossi Beilin, a
leading peace advocate in the
Labor Party, pleaded with delegates not to endorse Sharon's ban
on negotiating with the
Palestinians while violence persists.
But some delegates rejected
Beilin's call, shouting "He's right!
He's right!" in reference to Sharon.
As the heated debate progressed, violence erupted in the
Gaza Strip. An Israeli soldier was
lightly
wounded
when
Palestinians set off a bomb near
an Israeli army patrol, the second
bombing during the day, the military said.
Heavy exchanges of fire were
heard near the Palestinian city of
Khan Yunis in southern Gaza The
Israeli military said both sides
fired machine guns. No casualties
were reported.
Monday. Speaking on condition
of anonymity, she said the ruling was based on unspecified
expert evidence. Ukrainian
prosecutors who examined the
body said previously that DNA
and other tests showed a 99.6
percent probability that it was
Gongadze, but refused to rule
conclusively. Russian experts
said the probability was more
than 99.9 percent.

Associated Press Ptxrto

LABOR OF PEACE: U.S. Secretary of State Colin Powell gestures toward Israeli Prime Minister Elect at
a press conference held after their meeting in Jerusalem on Sunday.

Iraqi daily life is tough in
'strange ways'
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — One of
Majed al-Ghazal!» violin students
has broken his bow. A genuine
horsehair replacement would be
hard to find and too expensive.
So what al-Ghazali plans to do
is waylay a horse-drawn carriage
and stealthily snip a few hairs
from the horse's taJ.
"Who knows? I mav be able to

put it together," said al-Ghazali, a
violinist with Iraq's National
Symphony Orchestra "If I don't
repair the violin, my student will
drop nut of school."
Horse-drawn carriages, purloined horsehair — life is lough in
many strange ways in a country
entering its 11th year under UN.
sanctions. For Iraqis, it's a daily
battle to maintain a semblance ol
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3Com Corp. to lay off 10 percent of workers
SANTA CLARA, Calif. (AP) — 3Com Corp., which has
not turned a profit since last year, when it spun off the
division that makes Palm handheld computers, said
Monday it will Ia> off 900 of its full-time employees.
The layoffs, amount to about 10 percent of 3Com's
9,200 employees worldwide.

NATION
Florida's recount
debate continues
ByDaraKam
!HE ASSOCIATED PRESS

GAINESVILLE, Fla. — Key
players from Florida's election
battle squared off again Monday,
with lawyers trading barbs over
who was right 2 1 /2 months ago.
Among those at the University
of Florida conference were David
Boies and Dexter Douglass, attorneys for former Vice President Al
Gore, and Joseph Klock, who represented Republican Secretary of
State Katherine Harris.
Associated Press Photo

BETTER THAN T0FU: Harold Benich sits beside his diesel engine Harley-Oavidson Fat Boy, which now
burns only soybean oil in its three-cylinder engine. He gets 100 miles to the gallon.

Soybeans power Harley
By Jeffrey Bair
IHt ASSOCIATED PRESS

ALBION, Pa. -- Harold
Benich's favorite recipe calls
for a couple of gallons of soybean oil.
Ii may sound greasy, but then
again, it will lake him 200 miles
on his modified I larlev- Davidson
Kit Boy
From mail-order pans and an
old diesel engine, Benich lias
assembled what is believed to be
the nation's first motorcycle that
runs entirely on soybean oil.
according to the National
Biodiesel Board in leflerson Citv.
Mo.
"I'm just a goober who makes

things in his garage. I'm a
nobody," said Benich, 39. "But if
you think about It, a lot of great
ideas started in people's garages."
Trucks, can and even a plane
already run on food oils, bill the
motorcycle crowd may be reluctant to install diesel motors on
their bikes as Benich has because
they lack power.
Soldiers rode such bikes during
the World Wirrs to save fuel, but
since then they've gone the way
of the Kdsel, said lenna Higgins, a
spokeswoman for the Biodiesel
Board, a trade group that promoles food oils as gasoline alternatives.
Still, a few other garage inven-

tors are experimenting with food
oils in motorcycles. In Holland,
Mich., I lugh Gerhardt is trying to
make custom bikes that would
use one 12 gallon tank of soybean oil "to get from San Diego to
Corpus Christi. Texas" — a trip of
1.200 miles.
Benich's bike already gets 100
miles per gallon, roars like a jackhammer and smells like a fresh
batch of McDonald's fries.

Boies said he may have erred in
resisting GOP efforts to consolidate various cases in Tallahassee,
saying he was rushing to keep
cases moving. He said the move
may have handed Florida — and
the presidency — to George W.
Bush.
Some of the exchanges were
testy as the attorneys discussed
cases lossed between the Florida
Supreme Court and the U.S.
Supreme Court.

Klock said he knew the Gore
team's "goose was cooked" when
the Florida court ordered a
recount of only the so-called
undervotes, ballots where presidential choices were not registered by voting machines. He said
he admired Boies nonetheless.
"I have never seen a trial lawyer
as good as David Boies, handling
any piece of crap that was handed to him," Klock said.
Douglass retorted that "the real
piece of crap, if there was one
here" was the decision in which
the U.S. Supreme Court said it
was ending the recount because
different standards were being
used in Florida counties to determine voter intent.
Boies called the high court's
Dec. 12 decision that halted die
recount one of politics.
"We don't expect the U.S.
Supreme (burt to be absent from
the political arena," he said. "On
the other hand, we do expect it to
be free from partisan politics."

The conference, tided "Florida
Election 2000: Insiders at the
Intersection of Law, Politics and
the Media," is intended as the first
in a series on the election and its
media coverage.
While the legacy of the drawnout election dispute will likely
result in a decade of "creative
lawyering," Boies said the overall
outcome
is
something
Americans should view with
pride.
"We've got a very durable, very
secure democracy. Whoever
wins, the country is goingto unite
behind that person," Boies said.

ON THE NET:
University of Florida:

http://www.napa.ufl.edu/
2001 news/electionconf.ht
m
Center for Governmental Responsibility: http://
www.law.ufl.edu/cgr/pcrsonnel.shtml

Surgeons fix wrong side
THE ASSOCIATE!) PRESS

NEW YORK — A hospital suspended two doctors for allegedly
participating in surgery on die
wrong side of a man's brain.

"People wonder whether you
have come lo mow the lawn,"
said Benich, who runs the autoAnother procedure was perbody shop al die state prison in formed to remove a potentially
Albion, about 25 miles soudi of fatal blood clot, and the patient
was listed in stable condition.
F-rie.

His CT scan was reportedly
placed backwaid on the viewing
screen before the original surgery.
The Long Island College
I lospital in Brooklyn and the New
York State Health Department are
investigating.
"Well-established
hospital
policies were clearly violated," the

hospital said Monday in a statement. "The incident was reported
promptly to the appropriate regulatory agencies and the hospital
will cooperate fully with their
investigation."
The hospital declined to
answer specific questions about
the surgery, citing the pending
investigation.
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MAC Players of the
Week named
CLEVELAND (AP) — Ohio's
Brandon Hunter and Theron
Smith of Ball State were the MidAmerican Conference men's
players of the week, with Kent
State's Julie Studer and Toledo's
Kahli Carter receiving the
women's awards.
Hunter, a 6-foot-7 sophomore
from Cincinnati, scored 33
points in a comeback victory
over Kent State and had 23 points
in a win over Buffalo.
In a pair of victories, Smith
scored 36 points and had 16
rebounds for the Cardinals while
hitting 5-of-7 3 pointers and 11of-12 free throws. He is a 6-8
sophomore from Auburndale.
Fla.
Studer. a senior from
Lexington, won the East Division
women's honors for the second
week in a row and the fifth time
this season.

Men's
tennis
tumbles
twice
By Nick Hurm
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Bowling Creen teams and win
streaks mixed about as well as oil
and vi'i!"gar last week.
First, the men's basketball
team watched its six-game winning streak fall to Kent
Wednesday.
Friday, another long streak
ended as the Falcon men's tennis
team finally fell from the undefeated ranks. BG started the season 7-0 before DePaul and Ferris
State came to the Shadow Valley
tennis courts in Toledo and
swung down the Falcons. Both
teams edged out BG in 4-3 decisions
"It s good for us to go through a
situation like this," BG coach Jay
Harris said. "Every match is like a
measuring stick. This measuring
stick showed we're not as tough
as we need to be."
"We came out and played
scared." Harris said. "Both
matches were matches that we
should have won."
Ferris State is one of the top
five Division II schools in the
country with national champions on their squad. DePaul had
put up tough battles earlier in the
season with Illinois, Michigan
and Indiana, who are all ranked
in the top 40 in the country.
The Blue Demons were without their best player Jevgeni
Cariov. Ranked 61st in the country in singles play, Cariov was out
with minor surgery.
"It's always nice to go on the
road and beat a good team,"
DePaul player Dan Bennett said.
"It is even sweeter to win without
our best player and in front of
such a wound-up audience."
The decisive blow to BG came
in the doubles point in both
matches. In doubles competition, teams have three matches
to earn one point. Win two of
three and a team secures one of
the seven points that determines
a match. The Falcons couldn't
convert the precious doubles
point, losing two of three matches in both contests.
'Doubles really hurt us all
weekend," Harris said. "It was
key last weekend when we won
both matches against Marquette
and Wisconsin Green Bay to win.
It killed us this weekend."
Although losing both doubles,
one of the biggest doubles win of
the year was junior Vitek Wild
and sophomore Geoff Hiscox 8-3
victory over Ferris State's Martin
Krbec and Jan Talian. The Ferris
State duo won the small-college
national championship in doubles last year. The win was not
enough to gel the Falcons the
momentum needed.
BG could only tie FSU in singles play which secured the victory for the Bulldogs.
"Other teams may make
excuses about losing two matches like this," junior Mike Kossofl"
said. "We talked afterwards
about how we can make ourselves better on the court 1 feel
we have learned from this and it
- has made us stronger."
*
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Gymnasts finish MAC
Oestreng, Dankmyer, Curry among top perfomers in losses to Eastern Michigan and Central Michigan over weekend
ByErikCassano
SPORTS RlPORlt R

Following a 193900 192.675
loss at Eastern Michigan Friday
and a 193.075-192.425 loss at
Central Michigan Sunday, the
BG gymnastics team is done
with the Mid-American
Conference portion of their
schedule. That isn't to say they
can watch intra-conference play
disappear over the horizon in
the rear-view minor. Now. thev
have three meets to qualify
gymnasts, improve scores, and
fine tune for the MAC tournament at the end of March.
"We need to get a couple
more scores up to enhance our
chances [in the tournament|."
said coach Dan Connelly. "Our
most important things are to get
a little more consistent on the
beam and eliminate oiT mistakes."
The balance beam and floor
exercise were costly to the
Falcons over the weekend. At
Eastern Michigan. BG hit six of
six routines on the uneven bars
without a major mistake and
performed well on the vault.
They started to crumble on the
floor, though. Rachel Hall and
Ann Marie Kassouf both fell
during their routines, and
Marny Oestreng did not perfonn in the floor when her ankle
started hurting.
The Eagles performed virtually mistake-free on the beam and
floor. BG kept the meet close,
but could not overtake Eastern
Michigan in the final two rotations.
"Eastern closed the meet out
on the floor," Connelly said.
"For every 9.6,9.7.9.8 we had
on the beam, they had a 9.7,9.8,
9.9 on the floor."

At Central Michigan, two
gymnasts stood out for
Connelly: Amber Curry and
Heather Dankmyer.
"|They| were pure standouts
in everything they did." he said.
"Dankmyer was outstanding on
both the bars and beam."
Dankmyer scored a 9.775 on
the beam and a 9.575 on the
bars. Oestreng was back on the
horse after sitting out the floor
against Eastern Michigan, tying
for first on the floor at Central
with a score of 9.925. BG s only

""Eastern closed
the meet out on
the floor. For every
9.6. 9.7, 9.8 we had
on the beam, they

had a 9.7, 9.8, 9.9
on the
floor..[Curry and
Dankmyer] were

pure standouts [at
Central Michigan!
in everything they
did."
DAN CONNEIiY.BG COACH

title winner of the meet.
BG's highest placers in the
other three events were
Oestreng on the bars (9.825, tied
for third) and vault (9.775. second), and Dankmyer on the
beam (9.775. third). Oestreng
was BG's highest placer in the
all-around with a score of
38.750.
BG is now 6-7 overall, and finished the MAC regular season at
3-3.

FfcpMoBGNnt.
VAULT: A BG gymnast is in the midst of her vault jump at the All-Ohio Championships at Anderson
Arena Jan. 21, 2001 BG lost to Eastern Michigan and Central Michigan this past weekend.

Women place sixth,
men eighth at MACs

Swimmers place
last in MAC meet
ByEncaGambaccini
SP0R1S RIPORIIR

By Ryan Fowler
SPORTS RtPORTtR

Remember opposite day in
elementary school?
Well.
Saturday the men and women's
track teams turned it into one of
those days.
Bowling Green's women's
track team took home sixth
place as Ball State ran away with
the championship. On the
men's side it was Eastern
Michigan who was crowned
champion, while the BG men
placed eighth at the MidAmerican Conference Indoor
Track Championships this past
weekend in Central Michigan.
Last year at the indoor championships the men's track squad
took home sixth place and the
women finished eighth.
Two top five finishers led the
women on Saturday. Stephanie
Heldt, competing in her last
MAC indoor championship,
photo
leaped a provisional qualifying
VAULT,
TRACK
STYLE:
A
member
of
the
women's
track
team
leap of 5-10 to give her 3rd place
for the meet. Lisa Mariea, who goes airborne during a pole vault jump at an earler meet
has been coming on strong as of Ann Arbor Michigan, Heldt will 48.77 was third best when the
late, impressed the crowd with hope to make BG proud when meet ended. Coach Sterling
her 4th place finish in the 3.000- she competes in the NCAA Martin was pleased with his
meter in a time of 10:11.59.
Indoor Championships in quarter miler's performance.
Freshman Alicia Taylor came Fayetteville. Ark on March 10.
" He ran the race to win it and I
out smoking this weekend and
was very proud of the effort he
Men:
showed the potential she posA third place finish by Zerian put out there," coach Martin
sesses. Taylor finished 6th in the Peterson in the 400-m dash led said.
60-meter high hurdles in a time the men's performance at Jack
Ricco Oglesby and emerging
of 8.76. If this weekends perfor- Skoog Indoor Track Saturday. runner Keith Battle also had a
mance Is any indication of The defending conference productive day at the track.
Taylor's future here at Bowling champion in the 400-meter out- Oglesby. who had been solid
Green, coach Scott Sehmann is doors came into the meet
in good shape.
T
ranked loth amongst the other
TRACK. PAGE 9
After this weekend's meet in runners, but Peterson's time of

The fans who came to cheer
on t he women's swimming and
diving team in Buffalo weren't
allowed to make their usual
amount of noise. Cow bells, air
horns and other noise makers
were not allowed in the facility
and cheering was at a minimum.
The Falcons swam their
hearts out and came home a
little depressed.
They had hoped for a seventh place finish, but ended up
last at the Mid-American
Conference Championship
meet Feb. 22-24.
Northern Illinois University
took over the Falcons seventh
place spot.
Ohio University walked
away with the win with a total
of 702 points compared to BG's
184.50 points.
"Ohio had 18 swimmers
score in three events." said
head coach Randy Julian. "We
had two. That's a pretty big difference."
Miami University came in
second place followed by
Eastern Michigan University in
third.
"We swam very well." Julian
said. "But in reality, ninth place
really hurts."
The women just needed
three, four or five of the top
eight finishers to move up,
Julian said.
"Kelley O'Hara is in that
position," he said. "She had a
good BO free, but then she got

ill, which hurt us in the 80f/
relay."
Junior Kim Moden anty
freshman Sarah Agnew botjt
finished in the top eight in their
events.
^
Kim Moden had an out?
standing sprint in the Medley
relay." Julian r-.id.
Agnew had a lifetime best ii>
the 200 yard breaststroke anti
scored points in three events
for the Falcons.
*
Freshman Jessie Humes afeij

BG SWIMMING/DIVING £
MAC CHAMPIONSHIPS: Ohio I
University won the title with 1*
702 points. BG scored 184.5Q>
KIM M0OEN AND SARAH
AGNEW: Both BG swimmers
finished in the top eight in
their events. Agnew had a
career best in the 200 yard
breaststroke

£
5
-^
>
%

1

scored in three events. She pejsj
formed tremendously weB
considering the fact that shea
been irritated in training, Juliafl
said.
"Our divers are incredibly
young," Julian said. "They weif
scared to death. Akron wa*
incredible on the diving end."^
Despite being a young team
freshman Molly Peterson wa}
still able to score a point on th»
one-meter boards for BC.
"I think as a young team wj
did pretty well." said freshmaift
Lindsay Mines. "The first day
was really rough. The compel^
tion was really UKigh."
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Nagy ahead of schedule
IDE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WINTER HAVEN, Fla. - With
11 years of major league experience behind him. very little surprises Charles Nagy.
NOE even news lhaE he is
scheduled Eo piEch Ewo innings in
a splii-squad game later this
week — which is a huge surprise
Eo almosi everyone else in the
Cleveland Indians' Eraining
camp.
"NoE Eo me," Nagy said. "I
worked very hard all winler and
so far. I've been able Eo do Ehe
same Ehing everybody else has
here."
ThaE is rather remarkable since
Nagy. 33, had surgery on his right
elbow lasE May 19. Pretty much
all the shock absorbing carUlage
In the elbow is gone, leaving a
bone-on-bone encounier each
time he unleashes a pilch.
• ' "So far, so good," he said after a
Monday morning workout.
"Some days are better than others, but tlvre has been no real
pain"
Nagy admits there an! much
bigger tests ahead
"Throwing I he breaking ball.
Which puts rotation oti the elbow,
is the one pilch thai can hurl," he
said. "I've thrown ihem on the
sidelines and fell fine.
'Against hitters, all I've thrown
arc fastballs and changeups.
Thai's just arm motion Pretty
easy."
Nevertheless. Impressive.
lie's leaps and bounds ahead

of where we thought he would
be," pitching coach Dick Pole
said. "He has movement on his
fastball and good command.
We're going to be careful wiEh
him, not rush him We'll remind
him now and then not to Ery and
do Eoo much."
Thai is exaclly whaE Nagy did
lasi year — with disastrous
resulEs.
He rushed back from the
surgery and went 0-3 with a 12.66
ERA in three September starts
"There's noEhing I can do about
dial now," he said. The team was
scuffling, other pitchers were
hurt, and I wanted to try and help
us get to the playoffs."
Manager Charlie Manuel won't
second-guess Ehe decision,
either.
"He was our most experienced
option and we went with it."
Manuel said "I hope we can go
with him this year, too. Bui I want
him pain-free."
No doubt Manuel would welcome the old workhorse Nagy.
who made 192 straight starts
until last May. Nagy and Atlanta's
Greg Maddux were the only
pile hers to win 15or more games
everv year from 1995 through
1999
Nagy believes gelling back to
ilia! level Is entirely possible.
"I've never been a flamethrower, so its nol like I've losl a lot Mil
then! anyway." he said. "But I

would like to gel my fastball up to
86,88mph.
"Everything is fine right now.

IKE A5S0CIAIID PHISS

TUCSON. Ariz. - Frank
Thomas, slill dunking he's underpaid at S9.9 million, was s< bed
uled lo meet With Chicago While
Sox owner Jerry Reinsdorf on
Monday to discuss his salary

Complaints.

As he stood around one of the
teams
practice
diamonds,
Reinsdorf refused to comment
on Thomas or the meeting,
wl'i< li was announced on the
town's Web site.
Thomas agent. Michael Moye.
was not available for comment. A
person answering the phone in

his Atlanta office said he could bo

- Thomas has refused topiaclice
vvilh the lean) and has missed six
days of workouts The mandatory
reporting dale is Tuesday, accord
ing lo baseball's \a\xvt agreement
"I don't know wlio initialed the
meeting, but it's always gi*xl to
.see if someone has a <iis.n;i<imenl they an- able to sit down
and discuss it. While Sox manag
er Jerry Manuel said Monday.

hradod lo Tucson on Tuesday.
Thai's when Manuel hopes
Thomas will reappear for the first
time since last Wednesday, when
he look a physical and then left
the building before a team meet
ing.
Tomorrow is the mandatory
date (or reporting, so hopefully
lie sliows." said Manuel, who's
had two telephone conversations
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failed to score any points. Drew
Downey placed highest clearing 15 - 7 in Ehe pole vault to give
him seventh for the meet.
Other than Downey's effort in
the vaull there were no top ten
finishers in the field events.
The men's indoor season is
now compk'te with no individuals making it to the National
Championships in Ewo weeks.
NexE month will be all aboul
rest and awaiting the outdoor
Erack season. The Falcons first
meet will be March 31 in
Cincinnati, OH for the Bearcat
Invitational. There are plenty of
good seaEs still available.

Earnhardt team driver
wins Dura Lube 400
By Mike Harris
IRE ASSOCiAllu PRESS

Associated Press photo

COVERING THE BAG: Cleveland Indians pitcher Charles Nagy (41)
covers first base as Jim Thome tosses him the ball during a spring
training drill in Winter Haven, Fla last week.
We'll see how I feel when I have to

pilch every fifth day."
Notes:
LHP
Cameron
Cairncross was sent to Cleveland
lo have an MRI on his strained
rolalor cuff. ... Former Indians
first baseman Pat Tabler is help
ing the minor-league coaching
staff. ... OF's Jacob Cruz and Wil

with Thomas,
Thomas is scheduled lo make
S9.927.00O in each of Ehe next six
seasoi is under a deal he signed in
September 1997, bin only this
year is really guaranteed.
Under a clause In Thomas'
contract, if Thomas isn't an All
Star, fails lo finish in the lop 10 in
AL MVP voEing and fails Eo win a
Silver Slugger. Ehe While Sox can
change his salary lo $250,000 plus
$10,125,000 deferred.
Thomas, in turn, could then
EerminaEe die contract and eleel
lo become a free agenl.
Thomas batted .328 with 43
homers and 143 RBIs last season
following Iwo sub-par years Al
[he time ho signed the extension,
il gave him the lOth-highest aver-

Kmzm»«x*m«xm**x*m4x**rrc&

STUDENT TRAVEL

TRACK, PROM PAG' 8
throughouE Ehe indoor season,
ran a 6.90 60-m to finish fifth
overall. Battle look home sixth
place in the 400-m with a time
of 50 seconds flat.
Coach
Martin was thrilled for his
sophomore sprinter who wasn't expected to finish this high.
"He really stepped up and
competed with a lot of heart,"
coach Martin said. "He didn't
get psyched out by the situation. He entered ranked 15th
and when the dust settled he
was sixth overall."
For Ehe second conference
meet in a row the field events

Cordcro are putting in extra time
al firs! base, where they will back
up veleran Jim Thome. ... LHP
Scott Aldred. a non-roster invitee
recovering
from
shoulder
surgery, threw off a mound for
the first lime.... The team had the
afternoon oft and parlicipated in
a local charily golf tournament.

Thomas still a no-show for White Sox
By Rick Gano

Runners in MACs

age salary in baseball.
Now he lags far behind, especially after the $252 million. 10year deal signed by Alex
Rodriguez. Thomas said he
deserves lo be in the upper echelon of salaries.
When Manuel saw Thomas on
Wednesday, he said he though!
the 11-year veteran was in the
best shape he'd seen him. Before
he left Wednesday, Thomas Eold
reporters he'd used diet and running Eo lose eight pounds and
build a leaner physique.
"It's still very, very early in
spring Eraining and 1 don't foresee
a problem wiih him in his conditioning." Manuel said.

ROCKINCHAM. N.C. -The
race ended just the way The
Intimidator would'vc liked —
wiih one of his cars bumping
and thumping its way to the
checkered flag.
Tears flowed and the crowd at
North Carolina Speedway
roared Monday as Dale
Earnhardt Inc driver Sieve Park
paid tribute to his late boss with
a victory in the Dura Lube 400.
When the rain-delayed race
was over. Park grabbed the No. 3
Earnhardt hal hanging from his
gearshift lever and thrust it out
of his car window, holding it
high in salute to the fallen hero
as he look a slow victory lap.
Ho reversed direction with a
smoking spin in front of the
main grandstand and drove
back the other way before stopping briefly alongside loam
mate and Daytona 500 winner
Michael Wallrip. The two
exchanged a high-five and took
off in opposite directions
around the 1.017-mile track,
both with No. 3 hats tlirust in
the air.
It was a fitting and comforting end to an event lhal began
on Sunday with a frightening
first-lap crash that look Park's
other
teammate.
Dale

Earnhardt Jr.. out of the race.
The younger EamhardE came
away wiih minor bruises in a
wreck eerily similar to the one
in which his father was killed on
Feb. 18 on the final lap of the
Daytona 500.
"It's been a tough week and
ihisisa dream finish." Park said.
"Dale's gone, but he's not forgotten, and he's going to be with all
the DEI drivers the rest of the
year."
The win wasn't easy. Bobby
Labonte,
the
defending
Winston Cup champion, was
banging at Park's rear bumper
on a final lap thai came down lo
which driver got the best run off
the fourth turn.
The two bumped and the
right rear of LabonEe's car caromed off the concrel- wall. Park
pulled away, winning by two
car-lengths.
"I threw a block on him
because I was trying my hardest
to win this race." Park said. T
did what Dale Earnhardt would
do
Labonte, also wearing one of
the black, rod and silver No. 3
Earnhardt hats, said: "I got up
on the ouEside of him a little bit
and we were boEh slipping and
sliding with lhal many laps on
tires. I got up into the fence a little bit with the right roar |tire|."
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ONE STOP SHOPPING!

Leases available

LOCATION, PRICE AND SELECTION
You Will Find The Best Housing With US!
317 E. BEEP At Thurstin. One Bedroom. 1 Bath.
Furnithed or Unfurnished
School Yen - Two Person Rale - $495.00
One year ■ Two Person Kale ■ $425.00
45UHURST1N - Across from Olrcnhauer.
Furnished Efficiencies with lull bath.
School Year • One Person Rale - $370.00
One Year One Person Rale • $335.00
SOS CLOI Oil - Campus Manor.
Two Redroom Furnished. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Hate - $620.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $550.00
449-45S S. KNTKRPMSR One Bedroom Furn. or tlnfurn.|
School Year • One Person Kate ■ $410.00
One Year One Person Kale - $360.00
MS SECOND One Bedroom Unfurnished.
School Year One Person Rale $385.00
One Year - One Person Rate • $340.00
730 SECOND One Bedroom Furnished.
School Year ■ One I'erson Kale $415.00
One Year - One I'erson Rale - $360.00
707. 711. 715. 719. 723. 727 THIRn
One Bedroom Unfurnished and Furnished.
School Year Furnished ■ One Person $385.00
One Year - Furnished - One Person - $345.00
1U2 JUWi Two Bedrooms. 1 Bath. Furn. or Unfurn.
School Year • Furnished Two Person - $575.00
One Year ■ Furnished Two Person $480.00
825 THIRD One Bedroom Furnished. 1 Bath,
School Year - One Person Rale - $450.00
One Year • One Person Rate - $400.00
701 FOURTH Two Bedroom Furnished,
1 Balh Plus Vanity in lilt
School Year Two Person Rale $580.00
One Year Two Person Rale $505.00
649 SIXTH Two Bedrooms, 1 Balh. Vanity in Hall.
Furnished School Year Two Person Rate - $555.00
Furnished - One Year Two Person Rale - $460.00
707 SIXTH Two Bedrooms. 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall.
Furnished • School Year - Two Person Rale - $545.00
Furnished One Year Two Person Rale - $450.00
802 SIXTH ■ Two Bedroom, Dishwasher, 1 Balh Plus Vanity.
Furnished School Year - Two Person Rale - $585.00
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rate - $500.00
840-850 SIXTH - Rock Lcdje Manor.
Two Bedrooms, 2 Full Baths, Dishwashers.
Furnished - School Year ■ Two Person Rate - $615.00
Furnished - One Year • Two Person Rate - $525.00
818 SEVENTH Two Bedrooms. 1 Balh, Vanity in Hall.
Furnished School Year ■ Two Person Rale - $545.00
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rate - $450.00
841 EIGHTH Two Bedroom Furnished/Unfurnished.
School Year • Two Person Rate - $525 00
One Year - Two Person Rate • $450.00
124 S. COLLEGE - Cambridge Commons.
Two Bedroom Unfurnished. 1.5 Balhs. Dishwashers.
School Year Two Person Rate - $620.00
One Year Two Person Rate • $520.00
854 EIGHTH ST. - One Bedroom Unfurnished.
School Year - One Person Rale - $445.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $380.00
Call JOHN XEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE. INC.
Rental Office .154-2260
For Your Convenience We Are I■» alt .1
Al 319 E. Wooittr street, across
from Taco Beli

Fox Run • Haven House Manor
Piedmont • Birch wood Place
Mini Mall • Small Buildings

Frontier Housing * Houses
All residents receive a membership
lo Cherrywood Health Spa!
Indoor healed swimmtorj pool.sauna.HydraSpa Whirlpool, complete
eierdsfl equipment complete locker room A shower (acuities

530 Maple • 352-9378
Mon-Fri. 8-12,1-4:30, Sat 10-2
ht=il=il=nb=il=nl=i

Love your Genes, not your Jeans

The Great
Jeans Giveaway
February 12-March 2
Instead of fighting your jeans,
accept your genes-Start finding
old jeans that don't fit and bring
them into your residence halls to
be donated to area charities.

WB

B

Classified Ads • 372-6977
The B(i News
creed, religion,

NEWS

MI knowing!) accept advertisements that disciiniin.no. or encourage discrimination against any individual 01 group on
n.il origin, sexual orientation, disability, status u* a veteran. 01 on the basis ol am oilier ICIMIIY protected st.iiuv

Campus Events

Travel

Personals

Personals

Dance Marathon Mini-Mall
Tonight!! 8-9pm
Buy Dance Marathon shirts & souveniers in Olscamp. then go to the
Dancer/Moraler Social.
9:15pm, 101 Olscamp

GO DIRECT! Internet-based company ottering WHOLESALE Spring
Break packages! Call 1-800-3671252 or www.springbreakdirect.com

Heel A Sole Shoe Repair .
150 S. Main
353-0199.
.
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: COREC BROOMBALL-MAR. 5.

Win $1000 lor your
group or organization!
Email: lmbodeOmyexcel.com
for contest details
Wood County Humane Society
Cats and Dogs $55 each
Call 352-7339

DISCOVER EUROPE
Summer Study in Nantes, France Infomation Meeting Wed., Feb 28 ©
7:30 pm BAA 1000 6 weeks, 6
credits.
JAIL 'N' BAIL
Arrest anyone In the city ol Bowling
Green (or $1 to help support the prevention of child abuse. This is your
chance to get even! Let Kappa Delta
do the work tor you Tickets are on
sale outside the Math/Science & Education buildings.
Love your Genes, not your Jeans!
February 12- March 2
Bring your old jeans that don't tit &
bring them to your residence halls or
the Wellness Connection (170
Health Center) to be donated to
area charities.
The Great Jeans Giveaway
February 12-March 2
Donate your old jeans that don't tit
to area chanties. Bring them to your
residence halls or the Wellness
Connection (170 Health Center).
The Great Jeans Giveaway
Fnday. March 2 10am-2pm
in Olscamp Main Floor
Bring your old jeans that don't tit to
be donated to area charities

Spring Break: Panama City. Daytona Beach, South Beach Florida
Best parties, hotels, and condos!
Lowest prices!
www myspringbreak.net
1-800-575-2026

Services Offered
Demolition Workout Packets now
available' Specialized Exercise regimen to eliminate machines and tree
weights to enlarge muscles and trim
waists Perfect for a quick spnng
break look! $10.00 only. Call Eric,
372-1106 24-7 for questions
Marie's Alterations Experienced
seamstress will alter men's, women's, and children's clothing tor reasonable prices. Call 352-9727 for info, and appointments.

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE:
MEN'S INNERTUBE WATER POLO
MARCH 7
INTRAMURAL VOLLEYBALL OFFICIALS/SCOREKEEPERS NEEDED
APPLY IN 130 PERRY FIELD
HOUSE. MUST COMPLETE TAKEHOME TEST AND ATTEND CLINIC
ON MARCH 6. 7-10PM.
KKr KKr KKI" KKI' KKP KKI'
Sister ol the Week
Congratulations Jamie Brown
KKr KKI' KKf KKr KKr KKr
.ORAIN COUNTY STUDENTS:
PAID Summer Internships Jr. or Sr.
Educ, Soc Wk, Rec, Mktg, PR,
CS, MIS, IPC, Writing, Fin, History
>r others to work at NonProlit Orgs.
Apply 9 Co-op: 310 St Svcs Bldg
372-2451 QfiadllQfi Feb 28th'
Pregnant' Get Tested
Confidential, professional service.
354-4673 BGPC

Personals
" Support Dance Marathon "
at the final Burger King Night
Tonight from 4-7 p.m
at the BK on East Wooster
DOUBLE Spirit Points
For The Kids!!!

REWARDING SUMMER
PROGRAM
(scholarship opportunities)
Enroll in Army ROTC Camp
Challenge lor 5 weeks this summer.
Catch up on 2 years ot Army ROTC
courses, and compete for
scholarships worth up to

AOI1 AOI] AOII AOri AOII Aon
Alpha Omicron Pi Congratulates
Maureen O'Connor on her pearling
to Paul Coutcher!
AOI1 AOII AOII AOII AOII AOII

Lost/Found
Lost dorm room key, somewhere in
Mac East or around shuttle stop.
Small reward offered. 372-3061.

Travel
t1 Spring Break Vacations'
Cancun, Jamaica. Bahamas
& Florida. Earn cash & Go Free!
Now hiring Campus Reps.
1-800-234-7007.
endlesssummertours com

nMi r*B r*n 1*11 istxi 1*11 r*ii
The sisters ol Gamma Phi Beta
would like to congratulate Laura
Matthews on her pearling from
Tracey Hill!
1*11 l'»B r*B Isfll I «t>B I st»H I <1JH
r*n r*n r*B r*B r*B r*B r*B
The sisters ol Gamma Phi Beta
would like to congratulate Kelly Fry
on her engagement to Mike
McLane!
r*B r*Br*B r*B I*B r*iir*n
r*B r*u i*B I*IIr*B 1*11 r*B
The Sisters of Gamma Phi Beta
would like to congratulate Mindy
Moratschek on her engagement to
Pat Davidson'
1*111*111*ll l"*B 1*111*ll l*B

540,000.
Apply now at the Army ROTC
Department on campus.
Call 372-2476 tor details
SCHOLARSHIP REMINDER
Black Pioneer & Alumni Minority
Scholarship applications are due
Friday. March 2 by 5:00 pm to the
Mileti Alumni Center
All eligible students are
encouraged to apply.
Questions call 372-2701
St. Michael Archangel Eastern Orthodox Church Welcomes students
to Sunday worship-12:15 pm. Free
trans to Toledo provided Call 3730087 email: riabovigor@usa.net.
The ladies of Kappa Delta would like
to thank the men of Phi Delta Theta
tor the great social on Fnday! Hope
to do it again sometime.

Wanted
1 subleaser for 2 bdrm apt. in
University Courts, summer; MayAug. Call 352-1554 for devils.
2 rmtes needed (or 01 schl yr 135 N.
Main, loft above Brewsters. 200/mo
incl. util. Call Cole 0 372-1155 or
Greg O 352-7969. Spacious apt.
Intramural soccer officials needed.
Apply in 130 Perry Field House or
check intramural web site. Must
complete take-home rules lest & attend mandatory clinics on Mar. 20 &
21.
Subleaser wanted for 1 bedroom,
apt. Hilisdale Apartments, wanted as
soon as possible. Lease is up in
May. For further information, please
call 354-5528.

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
PERSON Toledo Office
'Knowledge required:'
Accounting knowledge: General
ledger entries, financial statemen!
Computer knowledge: Microsoft Office 98. Word. Excel 2000
Duties: Vendor purchase order entry, customer invoicing (Unex customized software), collection calls,
follow up vendor shipments, filing,
sales catalogs, telephone relief,
lunch & break
Replies to. Attn: Anita M. Butler, fax
419-531-1750.
Behavior Specialist-full-time, direct
care & supervision of seriously emotionally disturbed children & adolescents in an after school day treatment program Hours are from 1 pm
to 9 pm Mon.-Fri. Knowledge of behavioral principles & interventions
preferred. Expenence w/
children/adolescents important. Salary range S18.500-S25.000 Send
resume & cover letter to
lorts@crcwcnet.org or CRC, PO
Box 738. Bowling Green. OH 43402

I \Mon.-Thura. Open 4 p.rn/ |
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Th^ election, ofth& 2001 3GSU
Chittfa-ndinfy' Senior 64- now LmdetMia^y1
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The award was endowed by William Ficken, a 1963 graduate of BGSU
(co-sponsored by the Bowling Green State University Alumni
Association and the University Ambassadors) the award recognizes a
member of the senior class who has proved his/herself to be an allaround successful student.

)

(
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Applications are then rated in the categories of leadership, scholarship,
and service as presented in the completed application.
The application deadline for the Outstanding Senior Award is
Thursday, March 1,2001 by 5:00p.m.
Paul Pawlaczyk
Office of Alumni Affairs
Mileti Alumni Center

A panel of faculty and staff will review the applications and invite the ten
applicants they feel are most deserving of this award to an interview on
April 7,2001. The recipient of the award will be announced at Beyond BG
on April 19,2001
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• Have a minimum GPA of 3.0
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• Be nominated by a registered organization
or department chair
• Be graduating in May, August, or December 2001
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Management Inc.
Hilisdale Apis. 1082 Fairview,
I Bdrms & 2 Bdrms
Air condition/Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal
washer/dryer hook-up in 2 Bdrm
Starts at $390-Call 353-5800

Management Inc.
Kvergreen Apt 215 E Poe
Studios & Large I Bdrms.
Laundry on site
Starts at $250-Call 353-5800

AfEgCA

Management Inc.

Heinzsite Apts. 710 N. Enterprise
1 Bdrms/Air Condition
Dishwashcr/Gatbagc Disposal
Starts at S410 Call 353-5800

Management Inc.
Willow House Apts. 830 Fourth St.
lbdrms/Air Condition
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Starts at $400 - Call 353-5800

Management Inc.

For Sale

500 Summer Camp Positions-Northeast. 1-800-443-6428,
www.summercampomployment com

OAKLEY SUNGLASSES
Prescription & non-prescription.
Ray-ban, Gargoyles, & Serengetti
also avail. John T. Archer & Associates 1222 Ridgewood BG 352-2502

5 great kids summer camps in NY,
ME. PA and WV seek General
Counselors & Group Leaders, plus
Activity Specialists and Directors
who teach/coach; tennis,
swimming, climbing, backpacking, caving.
mountain biking, nature, kayaking,
canoeing,
sailing.
water-skiing.
windsurfing, ropes course, theatre,
dance, arts, crafts, ceramics, woodworking, stained glass, websile design, desktop publishing, photography, video. weights/Illness, gymnastics, archery, golf, volleyball, rollerhockey, lacrosse, soccer, baseball,
and basketball! Nurses, kitchen and
operations staff also needed Wide
range of paid internships for many
majors! June 16 - August 16 Benefits include training, salary, accommodation, food, laundry, and travel
allowance. Apply online at www.honroncamps.com or call (800) 5445448.
CAMP WAYNE FOR GIRLS-NE
Pennsylvania(6'19-8/17/01) Directors for Gymnastics. Fine Arts,
Camping'Nature, Golf, Swimming
Counselors for. Tennis, Team
Sports, Ropes Self-Defense. Gymnastics. Aerobics, Cheerleading,
Swimming, Sailing, Water-skiing,
Fine Arts and Crafts. Piano, Drama
Photography, Guitar, Video. Group
Leaders On Campus interviews
March 30th. Call 800-279-3019 or
go to www.campwaynegirls com.

Help Wanted

The,2001
<U
Gut&cmdinfy'Swior Award/

Help Wanted

Camp Gives Kids a World ol good!
HORIZONCAMPS.COM = SUMMER JOB/INTERNSHIP!

(^WEEKDAY SPECIAL^

University Ambassadors Sponsor
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The BG News reserves the right 10 decline, discontinue or revise any advertisement such .is those lound 10 he defamatory, lacking
nature. v" advertisements are subject to editing .md approval

Fraternities ' Sororities
Clubs * Student Groups
Earn $1.000-S2.000 this semester
with the easycampusfundraiser.com
three hour fundraismg event. No
sales required Fundraismg dates
are filling quickly, so call today1 Contact Campusfundraiser com at (888)
923-3238 or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com
Purchaser Needed
Up to $12 00 an hour to start
419-323-9784
Th« Secret Is Out! Lose up to 30
lbs. In 30 days! Natural & Guaranteed wwwshed-lhe-weight com
VAN DRIVER -part-time Provide
transportation to and from social
services agency Musi be between
the ages ot 21-65, possess a valid
Ohio drivers license and an excellent driving record. 12-20 hours a
week. Must be available from 2004 00pm aod_5 00-7 00 p m Salary
$7.69 per hour Submit resume and
cover letter to loristfcrcwcneLorg
or Children's Resource Center, P.O.
Box 738, Bowling Green OH 43402

Stunning '86 K-car wagon tor sale.
Can double as extra closet space.
Needs engine Call Mary Beth @
372-1186 lor into

For Rent
" 4 bdrm. house tor rent Great
shape including washer A dryer.
Starts in May 2001 possibly Aug
2001 Call 353-0325
" Apartments, rooms, & efficiencies
avail. 1 or 2 bdrm. apts. 300 block
01 E Merry Rooms 309 1/2 E. Merry $220 mo. includ all util Efficiency
146 S. College. $315 mo., w/d. including all util. Plus More! Going
Fasl! Call 353-0325
2 bedroom apartment. $475 a month
including utilities 327 1/2 E. Merry,
available May, 12 month lease. Call
352-5475.
2 bedroom. 2 bath apartment
$460 00 * utili. + deposit Subleaser
lor now til Aug Call Chad 352-1294
3-4 BR house, country setting, city
services. W/D. grad./prof..
$1000/mo . Call 354-6036.
3/2 bdrm. house tor rent 1 block
Irom campus 372-2096. daytime,
872-9874 atler 6pm
704 5th
2 bdrm. turn.
9/12 mo. lease - starts it $500
601 3rd
' * •' 1 bdrm. turn.
grad students - 12 mo. lease.
710 7th
2 bdrm. unturn.
mature students • 12 mo. lease.
Phone 352-3445 for more Into.
Apt tor rent or sublease, 2 bdrm.,
close to campus, nice $475/mo.
Call 352-5332.
House For Rent 3 to 4 subleasers
Needed May to Aug $250.00/mo. ♦
Utili Call 352-5228
Houses for rent All 12 month
leases, tenants pay utilities, secunry
deposit & parental guarantees.
734 Elm-Lg 3 BR. 2 balh.
$8007mo , available August 18, 2001
316 Ridge (Rear) -1 BR. $350 available May 15, 2001
Phone 354-2854.
Houses, 1. 2. & 3 bdrm apts. beginning May 01 9 & 12 mo. leases.
352-7454
John Newlove Real Estate, Inc.
319 E Wooster St

354-2260
Rentals available tor summer & (all
Stop by for our complete listing.

Now Leasing 01/"02
Georgetown Manor. 800 3rd SI 1
bdrm & 616 2nd St 1 bdrmS ettic
Call 354-9740 for more into

For Sale
'97 Suzuki Maurader. 1900 mile,
mint condition. 800cc, must sell,
$4500 00obo Call Chad 352-1294.

Rent new mini, conversion or 15
pass vans Low rates Age 25 & under accepted Call Go-Key Rentals.
Perrysburg. 1-800-370-1297.

HONDAS FROM S5001 Police impounds and lax reposl For listings 1 800-719-3001 ex14558

Sublease! needed, loi Mty 16-Au
gust 31. 2001. Own bedroom, $250
a month ♦ electric & phone. Call
354-4425.

New DVD player $125 00 Technics
receiver. $70 Call 2-9539.
nvstro@wcnet com

Subleaser needed, Downtown BG
1 bdrm apt,starting in March,
$345 .deposit. 345-4025

Cla-Zel Theatre

Subleaser/s needed. Large 3 bdrm,
2 bath house dose to downtown &
campus. Large front porch & parking
avail 5/01 to 8/01
$18S/person/month 352-7305

DowntowrBG * 353-1361
,vm; cla-ze :cr
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Reservoir Dogs
5:00

R

IW H Washington Street. Howling Green

Pulp Fiction

354-6036
ATTENTION
GRAD STUDENTS!

7:00

The Godfather I
9:30

HIGHLAND

MANAGEMENT

R

Jay-Mar Apartments
803-815 8tti St.
2 bcaroom-$475/mo-12mo. tease
Some remodeled
$550/mo.-12 mo. lease
Laundry facilities on-srte
♦Air/heat
The Highland*
220 Napoleon Rd.
One bedroom laundry facilities
m bldg.. a/c, quiet.
From $395/month
The HomesteadGraduate Housing
One and two bedroom A/C.
on-ste laundry, ceramte tie.
soundproof construction, skylights
dishwashers, vaulted osllngs
From $5IO/monlh -12 month lease
14354 West Poe
3* bedrooms, rural setting
W/D. aty services'
51000/monfh- 12 month Haw

Stop by our office at

1045 N. Main Si.
for complete listing or

Call 353-5800.
www.wcnel.org/~mecca

Call 354-6036 From 9-5
Take a virtual tour at:
^www.wcnet.ofg/-htghlond J
i
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EEQ2WORDS
Several prominent speakers highlight
Women's History Month at Bowling Green

SHOWTIME: A list of movies you
will find on campus.

BY KEVIN Xf~ BMOt
BYKI

Women's History
Month promises to be a busy
this year as Women's
Studies Program and
Women's Center has developed a month's worth of topics covering this year's
theme, "Constructing Images
of Women."
One of the more
prominent speakers in this
year's program is Angharad
Valdiva, who is a visiting
scholar at the University of
Cambridge, England and
Research Associate Professor
at the University of Illinois.
She teaches and researches in
the areas of gender studies,
Latina/o studies, popular
culture and Latin America.
Her most recent
book, ''A Latina in the Land
of Hollywood," is a collection of essays exploring
issues of gender, popular
culture and Latina studies in

the United States. Valdiva
probably has plenty to say
about Jennifer Lopez.
Angharad Valdiva is
scheduled to speak on campus three times this week.
"Salsa as a Metaphor for
Latinidad: Constructing
Identity at the Margins," will
be presented on February 28
at 6 p.m. in 221 Olscamp.
"Geographies of Latinidad:
Latina/o Studies into the
Twenty-First Century" will
be March 1 at noon in 1104
Offenhauer West.
"Representations of Latinas
in Hollywood Film and on
Television" is scheduled for
March 2 at 1 p.m. in the
Gish Film Theatre.
Another important
speaker is Jean Kilboume
(right), who is best known
for her film series titled,
"Killing Us Softly."
Through her lectures and

films, Dr. Kilboume reveals
the increasing impact of
advertising on individual
attitudes, values and behavior as well as on society. She
has twice received the
Lecturer of the Year award
from the National
Association of Campus
Activities.
Jean Kilboume will
give the keynote address for
Women's History Month on
Monday March 19 at 7:30
p.m. in 101 Olscamp.
For other events concerning Women's History
Month, be sure to check out
the calendar inside.

"Casablanca'

Remembered as one of the greatest love stories,
Humphrey Bogart plays an exiled American freedom
fighter that runs the hottest club in Casablanca.
Ingrid Bergman plays his long lost lover. The film is set
during WWII and has many elements revolving around
Nazi occupation and underground resistance.
The firm will be shown February 28 at 7:30 p.m. in the
Gish Film Theatre.
"The Luzhin Defence"
Critically acclaimed actress
Emily Watson stars in this
2000 adaptation of Vladimir
Nabokov's novel. John
Turtorro also stars. The film is
byFrench/UK director,
Marleen Gorris. It will be
shown March 1 at 7JO p.m.
inthe Gish Film Theatre.
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"Citizen Kane"
It's one of those classic films that you know you should
see, but never got around to it. Now here's your chance.
Orson Welles timeless film is about the life and death of
fictional multimillionaire newspaper tycoon
CharlesFoster Kane. The movie is1 scheduled to start at
7:30 p.m. in the Gish FilmTheatre on March 7.
BY KEVW t£H, HMTOR
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UAO Info Table
11 a.m. -5 p.m.
Education Steps

"Pallister Quebec
Lecture" - Dany
Laferriere
4:30 p.m.
The first guest author of the
new "Pallister Quebec
Lecture Series," Dany
Laferriere is known for his
controversial approach to
themes of ethnocentrism,
power struggle, and sexuality. For further information
and/or reservations, call 3722457.
OlscampHall 101B
Dance Morale Meeting
9 p.m. -11:30 p.m.
Sponsored by Dance
Marathon.
Olsaimp 101

Brown Bag Lunch Series:
The Life and Times of
Sarah Baartman
Noon
This new documentary film
details the experiences of a
Khoi Khoi woman who was
taken from South Africa and
exhibited as a "freak" across
Britain. The image and idea
of "The Hottentot Venus"
swept through British popular culture and became the
object of scientific and medical research that formed the
bedrock of European ideas
about black female sexuality.
The film deconstructs the
social, political, scientific and
philosophical assumptions
that transformed one young
African woman into a representation of savage sexuality
and racial inferiority.
Discussion with Lilian
Ashcraft-Eason will follow
from 1:00-1:30 p.m.
The Women's Center - 107
Hanna Hall
Study Abroad
Informational Meeting
3:30 p.m. -4:30 p.m.
1103 Offenhauer West

State of the University
Address
8 a.m.-ll p.m.
Sponsored by the President's
Office.
Olscamp 101

Angharad Valdivia
6 p.m. - 9 p.m.
"Salsa as a Metaphor for
Latinidad"
221 Olscamp
Women's Basketball
hosts Miami
7 p.m.
Anderson Arena

Movie: Casablanca
7:30 p.m.
(1942) By American Director
Michael Curtiz. Rick Blaine
(Humphrey Bogart), an
exiled American freedom
fighter, runs the hottest club
in Casablanca. Set during
WWII, the story has many
elements revolving around
Nazi occupation and underground resistance. However,
it is remembered most as a
love story between Rick and
llsa Lund Laslzo (Ingrid
Bergman), his long, lost
lover.
Gish Film Theatre

State of the University
Address
9:30 a.m.-11 a.m.
Sponsored by the President's
Office.
Olscamp 101

Urban Meyer will speak
about the upcoming season
at this reception. Cost is
$10/person for hor d'oeuvres and cash bar. For more
information or to make your
reservation, contact Victoria
Panza at 614-249-4192 or by
email at panzav@nationwide.com.
Buckeye Hall of Fame Cafe,
1421 Olentangy River Rd.
Movie: The Luzhin
Defence
7:30 p.m.
(2000) By French/UK
Director: Marleen Gorris.
John Turtorro and Emily
Watson star as Alexander
and Natalia from (well
almost) Vladimir Nabokov's
novel. The audience will
want to judge the success of
this tragic romance on the
background of big-time
chess.
Gish Film Theatre
Volunteer your Reading
Skills Dunn's Kiddie

Kara
TBA

Contact Suzanne Perez at
353-1737 for more information.

Angharad Valdivia
1 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
The topic is "Representations
of Latinas in Hollywood
Film & on TV." Reception to
follow in the Women's
Center.
Gish Film Theatre
Hockey hosts Ferris
State
7 p.m.
BGSU Ice Arena
Bowling Green Opera
Theater presents "The
Merry Wives of
Windsor"
8 p.m.
Tickets priced at $8, $10 and
$12. Students $5 at the door
night of performances. For
information read the article
in this issue or contact the
Moore Center Box Office at
(419)372-8171.
Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical
Arts Center
Black History Month
Banquet
8 p.m. -11 p.m.
Sponsored by the Black
Student Union.
Olsaimp 101

Web Advisory Meeting
10 a.m.-11:30 a.m.
Held by IMS.
Olscamp 103
Angharad Valdivia
Noon
"Geographies of Latinidad"
is topic of this Arts &
Sciences Luncheon.
1104 Offenhauer West
Reception with the
Columbus Alumni
Chapter
7 p.m. -9 p.m.
BGSU head football coach

Honors Admissions
Program
10 a.m. -3 p.m.
Sponsored by Admissions.
Olscamp 101

Men's Basketball hosts
Miami
1 p.m.
Anderson Arena

Guest Artist: Bernard
Woma, xylophone
6 p.m.
Ghanaian xylophonisl
Bernard Woma will perform
traditional music of the
Dagara people in a recital.
Bernard Woma is from the
Gbanne Clan of the Dagara
people. He was born in the
village of Hiineteng, located
in Northwestern Ghana, near
the border with Burkina
Faso. Free and open to the
public.
Choral Rehearsal Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center
Hockey hosts Ferris
State
7 p.m.
BGSL1 Ice Arena
Women's Basketball —
MAC Tournament First
Round
7 p.m.
Campus Sites
Bowling Green Opera
Theater presents "The
Merry Wives of Windsor
8 p.m.
(See above for more information.)
Kobackcr Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Center
Volunteer your Reading
Skills Dunn's Kiddie Kare
TBA
Contact Suzanne Perez at
353-1737 for more information.

Forgotten Comedians
Worth Remembering
3 p.m.
Join film history/humor
scholar Dr. Ben Urish,
Michigan State University, as
he introduces four unjustly
overlooked comic gems of
the silent era. The performers and films include cartoonish Larry Demon with
Stan Laurel in "Frauds and
Frenzies"; the acrobatic
Lupion Lane in "Sword
Points", and finicky Charley
Chase, worried about "His
Wooden Wedding" which
also showcases the female
comic Gale Henry. The animated short "Koko (he Cop",
with the surreal Koko the
Clown, will also be screened.
Prepare to laugh out loud!
Gish Film Theater
Faculty Artist Series:
Russell Schmidt, jazz
piano
3 p.m.
Assisting on the program
will be Jeff Halsey on double
bass and Roger Schupp on
drums. Free and open to the
public.
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center

Building Better Body
Image Through
Movement
Noon
Brown Bag Luncheon featuring Karen Kiemnic.
The Women's Center

La Mesa Oblicua
12:30 p.m.-1:30 p.m.
Sponsored by Multicultural
Student Services.
Olscamp 101A
New Music Ensemble
8 p.m.
Free and open to the public.
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Center
Dance Marathon
Meeting
9:15 p.m.- 10:15 p.m.
Olscamp 101
Volunteer your Reading
Skills Dunn's Kiddie Kare
TBA
Contact Suzanne Perez at
353-1737 for more information.

Faculty Artist Series:
Venti da Camera
8 p.m.
Free and open to the public.
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center

Volunteer your Reading
Skills Dunn's Kiddie
Kare
TBA
Contact Suzanne Perez at
353-1737 for more information.

Environmental Job Fair
8 a.m. -8 p.m.
Sponsored by Career
Services.
Olscamp 101
Men's Basketball — MAC
Tournament First Round
7 p.m.
Campus Sites

Percussion Ensemble
8 p.m.
Free and open to the public.
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical
Arts Center

Economics Conference
9 a.m. -4 p.m.
Sponsored by Continuing
Education.
Olscamp 101
Foot Sale
11 a.m. - 1 p.m.
(See above for more information.)
Education Steps

Jehovah's Witness OnCampus Info Table
9 a.m. -3 p.m.
University Hall

Leadership Conference
Noon -7 p.m.
Sponsored by Campus
Involvement.
Olscamp 101, 102, 103, 104,
105

Movie: Citizen Kane
7:30 p.m.
(1941) By American Director:
Orson Welles.
Multimillionaire newspaper
tycoon Charles Foster Kane
dies alone in his extravagant
mansion. Xanadu, speaking a
single word, "rosebud."
Attempting to learn the
meaning of this word, a
reporter tracks down the
people who worked and
lived with Kane; they tell
their stories in a series of
flashbacks that reveal much
about Kane's life but not
enough to unlock the riddle
of his dying breath.
Cish Film Theatre

Movie: Maf isyn/Mother
and Son
7:30 p.m.
(1997) By Russian Director:
Aleksandr Sokurov. Sokurov,
a leading innovator in contemporary film, posits the
love between mother and son
as the greatest in the world.
The film is shot against a
painterly, Romantic landscape.
Gish Film Theatre

Foot Sale
Noon - 4 p.m.
Dance Marathon is putting
on a fundraiser. Event
Management will be selling
cut out feet to decorate the
dance floor at Dance
Marathon. Show your support by purchasing one of
these footsies for someone
you know today! $2 for a
small foot, $4 for a large foot
available by e-mail up to
3/8/01 at
kinga@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
Education Steps

Blackboard Presentation
9 a.m. - Noon
Sponsored by Information
Technology Services.
Olscamp 101A
Web Advisory Meeting
10 a.m.- 11:30 a.m.
Held by Instructional Media
Center.
Olscamp 103

Foot Sale
Noon - 4 p.m.
(See above for more information.)
Education Steps

Remembering Dorothy
Gish
3 p.m.
(See story in this issue for
more information.)
Gish Film Theater

Opera theater presents famous Shakespearean
I comedy "the Merry Wives of Windsor"9
BY KYIENE FOSTER, ASSISTANT EDfTOR

The Bowling
Green Opera Theater
will present "The
Merry Wives of
Windsor" at 8 p.m. ■
March 2 and 3 in
Kobacker Hall of the
Moore Musical Arts
Center.
The opera,
based on William
Shakespeare's famous
comedy will feature a
double cast of undergraduate and graduate
music students. They
will be under the direction of F. Eugene
Dybdhal, the director
of opera activities.

For those of
not familiar with the
Shakespearean play, it
focuses on the comic
romantic misadventures of Sir John
Falstaff (played by
David Baldwin and
Robert Samels).
The story
revolves around two
married women, Mrs.
Ford (played by
Barbera Thomas and
Claudia Wier) and Mrs.
Page (played by Katie
Calcamuggio and Katie
Falcon), who receive
identical love letters
from Falstaff. The

women decide to get
revenge on the middleaged knight by making
a complete fool of him
in front of the whole
town of Windsor.
The plot doesn't end there with Mrs.
Page. Her daughter,
Anne (played by
Stephanie Winslow
and Heidi Barber)
decides to disobey her
parents, wishes to
marry one of two suitors. She makes plans
to sneak off with her
penniless true love.
"The Merry Wives of
Windsor" is sure to

feature a talented cast
who will provide a lot
of laughs.
Tickets are
priced at $8, $10 and
$12 each. They can be
purchased at the
Moore Musical Center
box office weekdays
between noon and 6
p.m. Student tickets
will be available for $5
at the door the evening
of performances.
For more information about"The
Merry Wives of
Windsor," call 3728171.

I Forgotten comedians from film's silent era
featured March 3
BY KYIENE FOSTER, ASSISTANT EDITOR

Sometimes not all
performers are fully recognized for the contributions
they've made to society.
There are so many talented
musicians, writers, actors that
have made contributions but
never made it to the "big
time." And even in the land
of comedy, there have been
many performer's who
haven't been recognized at
the level they should.
But on Sunday, March
3 at 3 p.m., some comedians
will gel the recognition they

deserve at a presentation at
the University.
Dr. Ben Urish of Michigan
State University will introduce four overlooked gems
of the silent film era. The
performers and films include
cartoonish Larry Demon with
Stan Laurel in the film
"Frauds and Frenzies."
Lupion Lane can be seen in
the movie, "Sword Points" as
he demonstrates his amazing
acrobatic skill. Charley
Chase and female comic Gale
Henry will showcase their

comedic routine in "His
Wooden Wedding." And for
all the clown fans, Koko the
Clown will be featured in the
film "Koko the Cop."
Prepare to laugh out loud as
you watch these talents exercise their comedic ability on
the screen.
Dr. Urish is a film
history/humor scholar and a
doctoral alumnus of BGSU.

BY KYIENE FOSTER, ASSISTANT EDITOR
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Dorothy Gish is an
important name at BGSU. Both
she and sister Lillian were
natives of nearby Rising Sun,
Ohio, who went on to pursue
successful acting careers in

1920'sand.l930's. In 1976,
the sisters, achievements
were recognized when a
lecture hall in Hanna Hall
was renovated into a film
theater and dubbed The
Gish Film Theater.
Dorothy never saw the
/ theater named for her. She
died in 1968 after contracting pneumonia, but Lillian
donated several items of the
sisters' to be placed on display
at the theater.
Celebrate what would
be the 103rd birthday of
Dorothy Gish Sunday March 11

Tomorrow, Feb.
28 at 7:30 p.m. in 115
Olscamp Hall the Honors
Program is co-sponsoring
the visit to campus of an
original and influential
contemporary American
thinker: Colman
McCarthy—pacifist, vegetarian, self-proclaimed
anarchist, and founder
and director of the nonprofit Center for
Teaching Peace in
Washington, DC.
The Center for
Teaching Peace conducts
workshops and seminars
on conflict resolution and
mediation. McCarthy is
convinced that "there is
no higher calling than
peacemaker"—and that
individuals should not

ask themselves what
they want to "be when
they grow up" but "how
they want to serve society when they're ready."
He encourages
individuals to question
authority—and believes
that high schools
are "peace illiterate."
Several BGSU
students who heard
McCarthy speak last
summer in Washington
say he presents a unique
and important message.

BY O^MPUS BUZZ STAFF

Dany Laferriere featured
as first guest of
lecture series
BY KYIENE FOSTER

^Birthday of early fHm star and Ohio native Dorothy
Gish to be celebrated March 11
n.*vAnriu<c'0M»\sv

Anarchist to bring
message of peace to
campus tomorrow night

at 3 p.m. at Gish Film Theater
(Hanna Hall). You can honor
the late actress by viewing "In
Old Heidelberg" (1915), one of
her best early efforts.
In the film, Dorothy
plays a spirited servant who
breaks her heart over debonair
Wallace Reid " the "Student
Prince" himself.
For more information on the
Gish sisters and their connection with BGSU, check out the
exhibit at Hanna Hall.

The first guest
author of the new
"Pallister Quebec Lecture
Series,'* Dany Laferriere,
will be speaking today at
4:30 at 101b Olscamp Hall.
Laferriere is one of
Canada's best-known and
controversial novelists.
Originally from Haiti,
Laferriere worked as a
journalist during the
Duvalier regime. In 1978,
with his life in great danger, he was forced into
exile.
In 1985, Laferriere's
first novel, "Comment
faire l.amour avec un
Negre sans se fatigue,"
was published. The
English title is "How to
Make Love to a Black

Man Without Getting
Tired." It received a sensation reaction by the media.
Since then,
Laferriere has written several other successful novels that are well-known
throughout Canada and
gaining popularity in the
rest of the world.

